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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 
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LVE: Langue Vivante Étrangère (Modern Foreign Language) 
MS: Member State(s) 
MENJ: Ministère de l’Éducation Nationale et de la Jeunesse (Ministry of National Education             
and Youth) 
OMC: Open Method of Cooperation 
PE: Professeur des Écoles (primary school teacher) 
TICE: Technologies de l'Information et de la Communication pour l'Éducation.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

“The language of Europe is translation.” This affirmation by Umberto Eco invites to a              1

reflection on the role and place of languages in Europe. This MA thesis will be considering                

multilingualism in Europe through the European Union’s goals and policies in this area. It shows               

that the European Union (EU) sees multilingualism as a tool to create a sense of European                

identity and unite European citizens, therefore aiming to help lower the sense of the EU’s               

democratic deficit and deepening the European integration. This thesis then assesses the use             

made of EU tools and programmes developed for language teaching in one European country,              

France, at the level of elementary school, for reasons explained later in the introduction.  

 

There are currently twenty-four official languages in the EU. Eurostat statistics found that in              

2016, 35 % of 25-64-year-old in the EU reported that they did not know any foreign languages.                 

35 % reported that they knew one, while 21 % knew two, and 8 % knew three or more. The                    

extent of multilingualism differs greatly between Member States (MS). 51% of 25-64-year-old in             

Luxembourg knew three or more languages, while 64% in Romania and 65% in the United               

Kingdom (UK) did not know any. The situation is not ideal and many citizens must either: not                 2

communicate with fellow European with whom they do not share a common language; make use               

of translators and interpreters in business, political or other public and private matters; settle for               

one common language, a lingua franca. These three options all raise problems of their own: an                

absence of communication and understanding, which can lead to tense relations; a lack of              

authenticity as the old adage says “traduttore, traditore” ; a loss in national and regional culture               3

and interculturality.  

 

One of the EU's multilingualism goals, known as the “Barcelona objectives” is for every              

European citizen to speak two languages in addition to their mother tongue. It argues that the                

1Umberto Eco, “The language of Europe is translation”, lecture given at the conference of ATLAS (Assises de la                  
traduction littéraire in Arles), Vol. 14, 1993. 
2Eurostat, “Foreign language skills statistics”, September 2018, https://bit.ly/2RreBE9. 
3“Translator, traitor”, the feeling that the translation of a text from one language to another always suffer from losses                   
and cannot truly give the original meaning and/or intensity.  
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best way to achieve this would be by introducing children to two foreign languages from an early                 

age as “evidence suggests this may speed up language learning and boost mother tongue skills               4

too” . The EU sees multilingual education as a means to further construct Europe. The EU was                5

born as an economic cooperation and grew year after year into a financial, monetary, and               

judiciary one. Further constructing the EU can be done through further enlargements or closer              

cooperation in sensitive fields such as defence for instance, but it can also be done through                

deepening already existing realities. Since the nineties and the Treaty of Maastricht, the EU is               

becoming a political cooperation, with some wishing it would not and trying to stop the process,                

and others wishing for a tighter political union. Since then, the concept of the EU’s democratic                

deficit has been given a lot of interest by political thinkers and researchers, political leaders and                

EU citizens. Simon Hix and Andreas Follesdal explain that there is not one definition of the                

‘democratic deficit’ but plenty which differ according to factors such as nationality, intellectual             

positions and preferred solutions of the scholars or commentators who write on the subject.              6

Basically, the European “democratic deficit” is first about a high executive power and a low               

national parliamentary control, second, a weak European Parliament, third, a lack of proper             

“European elections”, fourth, the EU is simply too distant from its voters and finally, European               

integration produces ‘policy drifts’ from voters’ ideal policy preferences.   7

 

The fourth issue is here of interest. The EU, an organisation of continental scope, appears rather                

distant from the individual European citizen. It has developed a few programmes and initiatives              

to try to involve more European into using their rights as European citizens. However, official               

figures show that European civic participation is still quite low. At the 2014 European              

parliamentary elections, the turnout was only 43% of eligible European voters . The European             8

4European Union, “Multilingualism”, Europa.eu. https://bit.ly/2RsLyjw (accessed November 15, 2018) 
5Ibid.  
6Andreas Follesdal and Simon Hix, “Why there is a democratic deficit in the EU: a response to Majone and                   
Moravcsik”, Oxford: Blackwell Publishing Ltd, 2006. JCMS 2006 Volume 44. Number 3. Pp 533-62, 2.               
https://bit.ly/2DUYgnt. 
7Ibid, 3-5. 
8The turnout at the 2019 European parliamentary elections is estimated at “more than 50%” by the European                 
Parliament on the date June 1, 2019. It is qualified as “the highest turnout in 20 years”.  
European Parliament, “Elections 2019: highest turnout in 20 years”, May 27, 2019. http://bit.ly/turnoutelections.  
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Citizens’ Initiative, which was introduced by the Treaty of Lisbon in 2007 and launched in 2012,                

is described as an instrument for direct democracy in the EU. In six years, however, only 67                 

citizens’ initiatives have been submitted and only four have been successful. The main problem              9

is that the public has hardly any awareness of this participation instrument and its concrete               

initiatives. Therefore, one of the problems is the lack of European civic society platforms and               

lack of civic participation in general, because of a lack of communication from the European               

Union. The link between possible solutions to bring EU citizens closer to the EU and languages                

leans on many points. As for now, an EU citizen has the right to use any of the 24 official EU                     

languages in correspondence with the EU institutions, which have to reply in the same language.               

EU regulations and other legislative texts are published in all official languages . Most of the               10

institutions have offices in all MS which role is in part to deal with EU communication at a local                   

level and in the national language. However, according to Maddalena de Carlo, a bilingual or               

plurilingual person is potentially more prepared to discuss and welcome a plurality of visions ,              11

and therefore a multilingual education can only appear as the main carrier of any European               

building process. Many different theories and experiences also praise the effects of            

plurilingualism on the brain and on behaviour. A Harvard study found that human-beings can              

shift on something as fundamental as what they like and dislike by changing the language in                

which their preferences are elicited . The following example is caricatural but it could then be               12

possible to like the idea of Europe and the EU in a language, and dislike it or feel less keen on it                      

in another one. Languages can also shape action: according to Heinz Wismann, the grammatical              

structure of German compared to the French one changes the way German and French people               

think, behave and perceive the world. Germans are more dynamic, and French people use spatial               

sense more than hearing while making decisions. Furthermore, languages build bridges           13

between people, giving access to other countries and cultures, and enabling people to understand              

9Bertelsmann Stiftung think tank, “The European Citizens' Initiative is largely unknown and hardly has any impact”,                
April 9, 2018. https://bit.ly/2QwhCWM. 
10Except Irish. 
11Maddalena de Carlo, “Plurilinguisme et interculturalité pour la construction de la citoyenneté européenne”, Ela.              
Études de linguistique appliquée, 2009/1 (n° 153), p. 67-76, §55. https://bit.ly/2zK3dN5.  
12Maya Shwayder, “Change languages, shift responses”, The Harvard Gazette, November 2, 2010.            
https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2010/11/change-languages-shift-responses/  
13Heinz Wismann, “Et voilà pourquoi l'Allemand met le verbe à la fin”, Interview by Anna Lietti, Le Temps,                  
September 24, 2012. https://bit.ly/2FSwzyc.  
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each other better. Going back to the origins of the EU, the Fathers of Europe were all plurilingual                  

and did not use English to communicate between each other. This changed when the UK joined                

the European Economic Community in 1973, as its representatives and population were largely             

monolingual.  

 

Within the EU, each country is responsible for its own education policy as it is neither an                 

exclusive nor a shared competence of the EU. However, the EU has a supportive competence in                

education and can help national countries to set joint goals and share good practices. In order to                 

get active in this supportive competence, the EU works closely with the Council of Europe (CoE)                

in the language education area. The CoE is an intergovernmental organisation whose stated aim              

is to uphold human rights, democracy and the rule of law in Europe. Founded in 1949, it has 47                   14

member states and covers approximately 820 million people. It is completely independent from             

the EU. In the language field, two branches have to be distinguished: the Language Policy               

Programme (LPP) in the headquarters in Strasbourg, France, and the European Centre for             

Modern Languages (ECML) in Graz, Austria. More particularly, the LPP has created the famous              

Common European Reference Framework for Languages (CEFR), which has been largely           

adopted by the EU since then.  

As seen earlier, there are huge disparities in language teaching throughout the Union, which can               

be explained by many factors. For instance, from its history, Luxembourg has always been a               

multilingual territory where no single language has ever succeeded in prevailing . Thus, the fact              15

that half of its population speaks three or more languages has to be replaced in this particular                 

linguistic situation. Other countries have a particular relationship to their own national language.             

Italy united as a country in the nineteenth century and only since the democratisation of the radio                 

and of television in the sixties has the Italian language spread and normalised throughout the               

country. Furthermore, dialects continue to have great importance there. Foreign languages have            

become important in recent years due to globalisation and the utilitarian view on languages:              

given the mobility of the workforce inside the labour market, directly applicable language skills              

14Council of Europe, “Values”. https://www.coe.int/en/web/about-us/values. (Accessed March 15,  2019). 
15Berg, Charles and Weis, Christiane, “Réajustement de l’enseignement des langues”. Luxembourg: Éditions du             
CESIJE - 2007. 
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have been increasingly recognised as a key competence or “transnational linguistic capital” .            16

Additionally, the CoE wrote that language competences “enhance mobility, which highlights the            

importance of a good command of foreign languages as a key competence essential to make               

one's way in the modern world and labour market” .  17

 

In a similar situation than Italy is France, the country this thesis focuses on. In 2016, 39.9% of                  

French people aged 25-64 did not know any foreign language, and 35.4% knew only one.               

Finally, 20,1% knew two and 4.6% knew three or more. According to the English Proficiency               18

Index, French people are among the worst English-speakers in Europe - with the UK, Ireland and                

Malta excluded - ranking 25th out of 32 countries after Spain and Italy and its proficiency is                 

labelled as “moderate” . The situation is similar for other foreign languages: a 2011 report by               19

the French National Education Ministry (MENJ) concluded that compared to other European            20

countries, the level of French pupils in foreign languages did not reach the aims formulated by                

the EU . This thesis explores the factors to be taken into account and which are behind these                 21

results: the particular relationship that France has with its national, regional and minority             

languages in history and in diplomacy and its education tradition. In the last decades, France has                

changed its language teaching strategies, to answer to the Barcelona objectives. This thesis aims              

at finding out whether or not France has used European instruments put to its disposition as                

support for improving its teaching of foreign languages in elementary schools.  

 

The next paragraphs explain the choice of focusing on elementary school. Countries throughout             

Europe have been adapting their language policies following EU encouragement. Foreign           

language education in elementary school has become the rule rather than the exception, with a               

16Jürgen Gerhards, From Babel to Brussels: European Integration and the Importance of Transnational Linguistic              
Capital. Berlin: Freie Universität Berlin, 2012. 
17Council of the European Union, “Conclusions on multilingualism and the development of language competences”,              
Press Office of the Council of the European Union, May 20, 2014. https://bit.ly/2DPOnr2.  
18Eurostat, “Distribution of people aged 25–64 by knowledge of foreign languages, 2007, 2011 and 2016”               
September 2018, https://bit.ly/2JM342Y.  
19EF, “EF English Index Proficiency 2018 - Europe”. https://www.ef.com/ca/epi/regions/europe/. (Accessed March           
15, 2019). 
20Ministère de l’Éducation Nationale et de la Jeunesse, further abridged MENJ.  
21MENJ, “Les compétences en langues étrangères des élèves en fin de scolarité obligatoire. Premiers résultats de                
l’Étude européenne sur les compétences en langues 2011”. June 2011. https://bit.ly/2Td5KG5.  
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total enrollment of early language learners surpassing 78% in 2010. Many scientific researches             22

have shown the huge plasticity of children’s brains, which are compared to “sponges” absorbing              

everything. At the occasion of the European Day of Languages on September 26, 2013, the              23

Bulgarian-French philosopher Julia Kristeva gave a lecture at the École Normale Supérieure on             

the “Homo Europaeus”. She describes this new version of a European citizen as having a plural                

identity and living within an entity which speaks more languages than it has countries. Kristeva               

stresses the importance of paving the way for European multilingualism by teaching languages             

as soon as kindergartens in Europe to open up children as early as possible to the multilingual                 

space that is Europe.  24

 

However, not everyone agrees that “the earlier, the better” applies in terms of foreign              

language learning, even though this assumption still prevails in the minds of many parents and               

policymakers. DeKeyser and Larson-Hall argue that “in the practical realm, the younger is better              

argument has been both used and abused, both refuted and misunderstood by advocates of early               

intervention from the very beginning of formal immersion education to this day”. In 2017,              25

American and German researchers cautioned not to blindly believe “the myth that the earlier in               

life language learning commences, the better the outcome of such learning will be. ” The study               26

compared German “early starters” and “late starters” in their acquisition of English as a foreign               

language. A first group started studying it in Year 1 (age 6-7) and the second one in Year 3 (age                    

8-9). The study’s outcomes mostly show that the amount of time given to languages, 90 minutes                

per week, is too weak for the teaching to be efficient. The researchers argue against the                

predominance of “the earlier, the better” and for more research to be conducted so as to really                 

understand the different aspects of the questions, and for policymakers not to rest on their               

22European Commission, “Key Data on Teaching Languages at School in Europe”, Education, Audiovisual &              
Culture Executive Agency, July  2012, 7. https://edudoc.ch/record/105415/files/01Teaching_Languages_EN.pdf.  
23Anna Lietti, Pour une éducation bilingue, Paris : Petite Bibliothèque Payot/Documents, 1994, 81. 
24Julia Kristeva, “Homo Europaeus, le multilinguisme pour une nouvelle identité”, Youtube video, 1:15:55, October 
5, 2013, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TlV8JbAy1a0, from minute 23. 
25Robert DeKeyser and Jenifer Larson-Hall, “What does the critical period really mean?” In J. F. Kroll & A. M. B. 
Groot, Handbook of bilingualism: Psycholinguistic approaches, 2005, 88. 
26Nils Jaekel and Michael Schurig and Merle Florian and Markus Ritter, “From Early Starters to Late Finishers? 
A Longitudinal Study of Early Foreign Language Learning in School”, Language Learning: A Journal of Research 
in Language Studies 67:3, University of Michigan, September 3, 2017, 654.  
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laurels. They tend to argue towards either increasing the amount of exposure from Year 1               

onward or for an overall more intensive approach . A few years before, Pfenninger conducted a               27

similar study with Swiss pupils learning English as a first foreign language. The study compared               

four different groups of 50 pupils. The first group had started early in CLIL elementary schools                

and continued CLIL in middle and high school (Group 1 called Early CLIL). The second started                

early in CLIL in elementary, but did not continue afterwards and followed a traditional              

programme (Group 2 called Early Mix). The third group were late starters who started English               

with the CLIL in middle school (Group 3 called Late CLIL), and the fourth group attended                

traditional schooling throughout the entirety of their education (Group 4 called Late Non-CLIL).             

Pfenninger found that the performance of Early Mix pupils was “equaled and in certain areas               

significantly surpassed” by the other groups, despite the additional five years of English study              28

they had in elementary school. The best results were found for the Early CLIL . This confirms                29

the link between young starting age, implicit learning and long and massive exposure, but does               

not make the argument of starting age as valid on its own. Finally, another argument that is                 

presented against the efficiency of teaching languages as soon as elementary school is that these               

classes are usually given by teachers who are not specialists in the language taught, or are                

sometimes not even formed well enough to teach it .  30

 

As far as France is concerned, it follows the European tendency and has reduced the age of                 

exposure to a first foreign language. The French National Assembly recognises the importance of              

teaching a foreign language as soon as possible by establishing it from the start of mandatory                

schooling as “the precocity of the exposition to and of the learning of a foreign or regional                 31

language is a recognised factor of progress in the subject”. Because this thesis cannot focus on                32

27Ibid., 655. 
28Simone E. Pfenninger, “The misunderstood variable: Age effects as a function of type of instruction”, Studies in                 
Second Language Learning and Teaching, Department of English Studies, Faculty of Pedagogy and Fine Arts,               
Adam Mickiewicz University, Kalisz, 529. 
29Ibid., 548-549 
30Jaekel, Schurig, Florian and Ritter, “From Early Starters to Late Finishers? A Longitudinal Study of Early Foreign 
Language Learning in School” 654.  
31Assemblée Nationale, “Amendement n°380”, Refondation de l’école de la République, March 6, 2013.             
http://www.assemblee-nationale.fr/14/amendements/0767/380.asp.  
32Ibid. 
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every particular case, I decided to focus on the French public elementary school, therefore              

excluding private schools, distance teaching, at home teaching, the arrangements made for            

particular regions such as the COMs , and the teaching of kids with special needs. I decided to                 33

focus on elementary school only, as the term “primary school” includes kindergartens in the              

French lexicon. Kindergarten is not yet a mandatory part of French pupils’ education, even              

though almost 100% of French children are actually and currently enrolled and therefore sent to               

school at age 3 (35% at age 2). - The French government has however drafted a new law                 34 35

called “Loi pour une école de la confiance” which from September 2019 will make mandatory               36

schooling start at 3, from the first year of kindergarten, and this in order to reduce social                 

inequalities. However, children in kindergartens already do get to train their first language             

competences. The teachers prepare kids to the foreign language classes they will follow in CP.               

From the MS class, pupils will discover the existence of other languages, sometimes drastically              

different than the one they know, hearing them through songs and nursery rhymes for instance,               

and teachers will give the opportunity to have small verbal interactions. The objective is to get                37

children conscious of linguistic elements to which they do not have access in their language               

practices that are themselves non-conscious. In kindergarten, the goal is a first discovery of              

different countries and cultures, giving children points of references and opening them to the              

diversity of the world they live in.   38

 

 

 

 

 

33COMs (Collectivités d'Outre-Mer) are for instance French Polynesia, or Wallis and Futuna. COMs in particular               
have different articles written in the Education Code specifically for them.  
34MENJ, “L’école maternelle en France”, , Les dossiers de l’enseignement scolaire. Direction de l’enseignement              
scolaire: May 2004. https://bit.ly/2FxZzaZ.  
35Eurostat, “Pre-primary education 2016”, updated on January 16, 2019. https://bit.ly/2UjYPAA.  
36Assemblée Nationale, “Projet de loi pour une école de la confiance”, n°1481, December 5, 2018, 3-4.                
http://www.assemblee-nationale.fr/15/projets/pl1481.asp  
37MENJ, “Les langues vivantes étrangères et régionales”, updated April 2019.. https://bit.ly/2IkyBXc.  
38Conseil supérieur des programmes, “Projet de programme et recommandations - école maternelle”, 3 July 2014,               
11. https://bit.ly/2FYq0ae.  
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CHAPTER ONE - METHODOLOGY  

 

1.1. General methodology of the thesis 

 

In order to conduct this research, one research question is set: “In trying to improve its foreign                 

language teaching in elementary school, has France made use of the EU tools and programmes               

put to its disposal, and if yes, to what extent?”.  

The second chapter differentiates the terms of plurilingualism and multiculturalism, two different            

concepts that are too often taken as synonyms. Then, it draws the link between multilingualism               

and the feeling of belonging to the EU and with the help of secondary sources, it sets out why                   

improving multilingualism in Europe is important and relevant not only for the European project              

and the European integration but also for particular individuals. The differentiation between the             

utilitarian and cultural mindset on language education is explained and shows that the utilitarian              

view is shared both by France and the supranational European organisations.  

The third chapter analyses primary sources: it scrutinizes EU treaties, laws and publications, and              

draws out the different strategies the EU has adopted to improve the level in languages of its                 

citizens, without being able to take direct actions as it only has a supportive competence in the                 

education field. Finally, it presents and describes the three European programmes that are going              

to be studied in relation to France in the second chapter. These programmes are the Comenius                

programme, which existed until 2014, eTwinning, an online tool for teachers and schools in              

Europe, and Erasmus +, more particularly the teachers’ mobilities through Erasmus +. 

The fourth chapter explains why France in particular is an interesting country of study. It looks                

at previous research mapping out the French mindset on foreign languages, focusing on the              

history of the French state, and gives an overview on the current state of play of the competence                  

of French people in foreign languages. France had a major education reform in languages in               

2016 and new reports and proposals were put on the table in 2018, however, the current                

languages programmes were created in 2007, and other laws still in application date from 2006.               

Therefore, the time frame used in this thesis starts in 2002 with the publication of the EU’s                 

Barcelona objectives and ends in 2018. Here again, primary sources are dissected. The             

12 



 

Languages Programmes, the Code of Education, and the publications of the Ministry of             

Education are analysed in relation to the teaching of foreign languages.  

In the fifth chapter, these official publications are put in contrast to the reality of the field. In                  

order to do so, I have conducted a survey with teachers of elementary schools, called Professeurs                

des Écoles (PE), asking them questions about their practices in teaching the foreign language              

(LVE)  they teach, and their opinion on the subject.  39

 

1.2. Methodology of the survey 

So as to understand how French laws and goals apply in practice, I decided to get the testimonies                  

of as many PE as possible. In 2018, there were 334,700 teachers teaching in public first degree                 40

schools, which includes both kindergartens and elementary schools. I did not find exact data for               

how many of them teach in elementary school alone but estimate it around 200,000. My aim was                 

to get from 80 to 100 testimonies so as to make the answers gathered as credible as possible. I                   

created the survey at the beginning of April 2019, and shared it mainly on Facebook, on groups                 

dedicated to PE so they can share practises, questions and common fears. Most of the people                

who answered the survey found it there. I also shared it with some acquaintances who I know                 

were PE. Finally, I tried to disseminate it by writing to a few academies so they could share it                   

with their lists, but I did not get any answer by any of them.  

The first section of the survey asks about the participant’s profile. I asked about their gender, as                 

more women are teachers, and as we have seen earlier, women tend to have a better command of                  

foreign languages. I then ask their age, which I separated into three options, 18-29, 30-49 and                

50+, in order to know whether or not it could affect their use of digital tools. Then, I ask to                    

which academy they belong to see where some languages are more taught than others. For               

instance, it is more common to teach German in Alsace than in Aquitaine, due to Alsace's                

proximity to Germany. Then I ask which level they teach, as some PE teach many levels at the                  

same time, sometimes even in the same classroom . The next question is about their CEFR level                41

39LVE = Langue Vivante Étrangère (Modern Foreign Language).  
40MENJ, “L'éducation nationale en chiffres 2018”, updated February 2019.. http://bit.ly/chiffresED.  
41It is not uncommon, especially in rural areas, for a PE to teach for instance 15 CPs and 15 CE1s in the same                       
classroom: they teach and give instructions to a group, and then focuses on the other one while the first group does                     
exercises. This is as much a personal experience as one I heard and read about.  
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in the language they teach, and whether or not they get a certification that makes them say they                  

have this level, or if they estimated it. If they have a certification, I ask them to write down                   

which one it is.  

In the second section of the survey, I ask about the training of the participant. I ask if they are                    

graduated from another master than the MEEF, which is usually the general way to get to                

become a PE. As some participants made me notice afterwards, it is however not the only way,                 

and some of them did not get the MEEF, but could however answer the question by telling me                  

which university education they got. I then ask if during their training they got told about                

eTwinning and Erasmus+ (mobility for teachers), but also Comenius, as back at the beginning of               

April, I did not know that this programme had been integrated under Erasmus+ in 2014. Then,                

the last question of this section is whether or not they had been encouraged to use these                 

programmes.  

The third section is about the teaching practice on foreign languages of the participants. The first                

question asks whether or not they manage to teach the foreign language for the planned 90                

minutes. They are given the choice between ‘yes’, ‘not every week but often’, and ‘no, I spend                 

less than 90 minutes on foreign languages’. Then, I ask if they tried to improve their level in the                   

language they teach since they are PE. If they answered yes, the next question asks them what                 

they have done to improve it, in an open question. Then, I ask how they teach, giving them the                   

choices between ‘each time’, ‘often’, ‘from time to time’, ‘rarely’ and ‘never’ for the following               

options: ‘conversations’, ‘songs/lullabies’, ‘videos’, ‘stories’, ‘roleplay’, ‘videoconferences with        

classes in Europe’, and ‘videoconferences with classes in the world’. The fifth question is about               

the type of method they lean on to teach. I then ask whether or not they have benefitted from an                    

Erasmus+ mobility experience as PE, and ask if they can describe it if they have. If they have                  

not, they can choose between three options ‘the process is ongoing, I will soon leave for the first                  

time’. ‘I did not know it was a possibility for me’, ‘I do not have time’, and ‘I do not want to’.                      

Next question asks if they are part of an eTwinning project, and the following one if they can                  

describe it (country, activities, frequency of contact). The last two questions of the session are               

about digital technologies, if they are comfortable with them, and if not, if they think that it could                  

be a reason behind the fact that they do not use eTwinning.  
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The fourth and last question interrogates the participants about their opinions. I ask if they favour                

the teaching of French to the one of foreign languages. I had to modify this question after I                  

submitted the survey because the first few answers that I received did not understand my               

question and were answering that of course, French was more important than the LVE because               

“we live in France” and “kids need to know the language of the country where they live first”. I                   

therefore added this parenthesis to the question: “(taking time from the LV for French)”. Then, if                

they answered yes, I ask why they do so. The next question is on whether or not they think that                    

the CLIL could be applicable in France, and if no, why. Then, I ask why, according to them, does                   

France keep on finishing in the latest in European and worldwide classifications on language              

proficiency/learning. The last question of the survey asks them for any last remarks.  

I have shared the survey on the Facebook groups I mentioned three times, as well as on my own                   

personal Facebook page, my Linkedin, and my Twitter. By the end of April, I had had more than                  

100 answers, so I decided that I could stop sharing it as I considered I had enough answers. In                   

the end, I got 117 participants.  

To supplement the results of this survey, I conducted more in-depth interview with ambassadors              

of the studied European programmes. Finally, the conclusion of the thesis, in addition to              

summing up our discoveries, underlines the most recent relevant changes in the French education              

system which can have an impact on the teaching of languages to young French pupils and on                 

the level of France in general. 
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CHAPTER TWO - MULTILINGUALISM IN EUROPE 

 

2.1. Multilingualism vs Plurilingualism  

 

In order to be as clear as possible, it is important to define and differentiate the two                 

concepts of multilingualism and plurilingualism. These two words have been defined by the CoE              

in the CEFR published in 2008. Multilingualism is the coexistence of different languages in a               

given society. It can be attained by simply diversifying the languages offered in a school or                

educational system, by encouraging pupils to learn more than one foreign language, or by              

reducing the dominant position of English. Countries such as Luxembourg, Canada, Morocco or             

India are multilingual. According to the CoE and the CEFR, an individual is not multilingual, but                

plurilingual. Plurilingualism is the experience of language of an individual in its cultural             

situation, which goes outside the family and the social group. The individual does not keep               

languages and cultures in separate mental compartments but creates a communicative           

competence to which all knowledge and experience of language contribute and in which             

languages interrelate and interact. The CoE sees language education through the lens of             42

plurilingualism, while the EU mostly refers to multilingual education. Even though the term             

“multilingualism” might be a misuse, it is the one that will be used in this thesis as we refer to                    

the EU’s work. The focus of this thesis is set on the work of the European Union instead of the                    

one of the CoE, it is however important to remind the work of the CoE in the field as it has                     

greatly influenced the EU and as the two organisations cooperate closely together on many fields               

including the one of languages.  

 

As we have seen in the introduction, the work of the CoE in the field of languages is divided                   

between different bodies which influence the promotion of plurilingualism in Europe. The LPP,             

the ECML and the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages together provide a              43

common approach for dealing with language issues. The LPP is responsible for all MS for the                

42Council of Europe, Modern Languages Division “Common European Framework of Reference for Languages: 
Learning, teaching, assessment”, Cambridge University Press, 2001, 4. https://rm.coe.int/1680459f97. 
43Both in the Education Department. 
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development of policy and guidelines to promote linguistic diversity and plurilingualism, and            

reference instruments for policy planning and standards. The ECML is an enlarged partial             

agreement created in 1994 in Graz, Austria, and has a membership of 33 of the 47 CoE’s                 

members. While the LPP’s activities covered policy, practice, and training, the members’ needs             

increased consequently after 1989 and the creation of the ECML provided a concrete response.              

Since the ECML was set up, the Unit in Strasbourg has been able to devote itself fully to                  

language policy issues. The two bodies conduct complementary action. The ECML uses the tools              

created by the LPP as reference documents in projects concerned with the training of language               

professionals and offers its assistance to interested member states. For instance they worked             

together to create the CEFR: the LPP developed it along with two handbooks for examiners and                

the ECML, with the support of the European Commission (EC), offered assistance to the MS in                

the use of the framework and handbooks in order to link national examinations to the CEFR and                 

thus obtain comparable results at European level. The European Union has fully adopted the              

CEFR.  

I decided not to study the Council of Europe’s programmes because most of them are actually                

designed or better-suited for plurilingual schools, which is not the typical elementary school in              

France. Some programmes seem more suitable but the more recent ones do not have complete               

web pages yet, and the older ones focus on middle and high schools or are really to thin a                   

material to work on. Moreover, I could not work on both the EU and the CoE’s works are the                   

material would then be too dense. The CERF has been developed by the CoE but the EU has                  

helped its dissemination and has entirely adopted it, I will, therefore, make references to it               

manifold times. Additionally, I do think it makes more sense to use the EU's programmes and                

not the CoE's because of the link I make with the democratic deficit in the introduction.  

 

2.2. Being plurilingual and feeling European 

 

The CoE considers that “Language teaching is not merely a question of teaching             

methods. It is a key area for language policies and democratic co-existence.” This recalls the               44

44Council of Europe, “Languages for democracy and social cohesion Diversity, equity and quality”, Strasbourg:              
Language Policy Unit, December 2014, 46. http://bit.ly/languagesfordemocracy.  
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EU’s motto “In varietate concordia - United in diversity”, which in the area of languages is                

shown in the coexistence of twenty-four official languages and hundreds of others. Language             

diversity is one of the fundamental rights present in the Charter for Fundamental Rights of the                

EU. The EU considers multilingualism and its preservation as one of its priorities, even though               45

it has neither full nor shared competences on the subject of languages and education. 

 

A 2012 barometer poll found out that Europeans have overall a good image of              

multilingualism, with 98% thinking that mastering foreign languages is useful for their children's             

future and 88% seeing it as useful for themselves, and 72% agreeing with the EU objective for                 

everyone to learn at least two foreign languages. 67% see English as one of the two most useful                  

languages for themselves. Among the others most frequently cited as useful are German, French,              

Spanish and Chinese Mandarin . 46

However, the feeling of being European varies significantly between MS. A Eurobarometer            

study states that “there are different shades of feeling European: some people feel “national and               

European”, others “European and national”, and a small minority feel “European only”.            47

Accordingly, 77% of citizens feel European in some way in Luxembourg, and at least two-thirds               

feel the same in Croatia (70%), Belgium (67%) and Slovakia (66%). Interestingly, these             

countries all show pretty good results in multilingualism. 94.5% of Luxembourg nationals speak             

one or more foreign languages, 73.2% Croatian, 78.5% of Belgian and 88.2% of Slovaks. On               48

the other side of the spectrum, the proportion of citizens feeling European falls to around a third                 

in the UK (33%) and Ireland (34%), and to less than half in Greece (44%), Romania (46%),                 

Portugal and Bulgaria (both 48%). Making the same analogy, 65.4% of British citizens did not               49

speak any foreign language, 72.7% of Irish, 33.5% in Greece, 64.2% in Romania, 31% in               

Portugal (more than 50% just ten years ago) and 50.5% of Bulgarians. Variations are not only                50

45Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, “Article 22”, (2000/C 364/01), Official Journal of the                
European Communities, December 18, 2019.  
46Simon Broek, “The Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) in European education              
systems”, European Commission - Blog, September 26, 2016. http://bit.ly/ec-europa-eu-CEFRL-polls.  
47Eurobarometer, “EU Citizenship”, European Commission - 40 years - Eurobarometer, 1. https://bit.ly/2FWsDer            
(Accessed March 28, 2019) 
48Eurostat, “Distribution of people aged 25–64 by knowledge of foreign languages”. 
49Eurobarometer, “EU Citizenship”. 
50Eurostat, “Distribution of people aged 25–64 by knowledge of foreign languages” 
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between countries but also exist between socio-demographic groups: the feeling of being            

European (in its various forms) is strongest among men, people under 40, and those who stay                

longer in education. However, there seems to be a pattern presented by the superposition of the                

results of the Eurobarometer and Eurostat findings: the more languages European citizens speak             

the more they would feel European in a way or another.  

  

The subject of language disenfranchisement in relation to how close different languages are to              

each other is important. Disenfranchise is a concept defined as to deprive of a franchise, of a                 

legal right, or of some privilege or immunity . A paper called: “Disenfranchisement in             51

Linguistically Diverse societies: The case of the European Union” considers a linguistically            

diversified society, one of the EU, and examine the notion of language disenfranchisement when              

some individuals are denied the full access to documents and the political process in their native                

tongues. Indeed, in the EU, some individuals have better access to law, rules and regulations than                

others since even though most of the documentation is available in the twenty-four official              

languages, the entirety of them are available in the three working languages of the EU, English,                

French and German, even though since the Amsterdam Treaty, every citizen of the EU can use                

their native language in dealing with the EU institutions. For the European Parliament, for              52

instance, it can be understood that if the Parliament does not recognise the language of a citizen,                 

“it is less likely that citizens will recognize it as being their Parliament".   53

Unless the set of official languages includes all languages, diversified society is bound to face               

some degree of language disenfranchisement. The authors calculate the degree of           

disenfranchisement using two methods. The first one is the dichotomous method: an individual is              

disenfranchised if they do not speak an official language, they are not if they speak at least one.                  

However, if an individual does not speak any official language, their native language may have               

51Merriam-Webster dictionary, “disenfranchise”. http://bit.ly/merriamwbesterdisenfranchise (Accessed March 30,       
2019). 
52“Every citizen of the Union may write to any of the institutions or bodies referred to in this Article or in Article 4                       
in one of the languages mentioned in Article 248 and have an answer in the same language.” - Treaty of Amsterdam,                     
Article 2, 11, Luxembourg: Office for Official Publications of the European Communities, 1997, 27. 
Available at: http://www.europarl.europa.eu/topics/treaty/pdf/amst-en.pdf (Accessed April 1, 2019). 
53Victor Ginsburgh, Ignacio Ortuño-Ortín and Shlomo Weber, “Disenfranchisement in Linguistically Diverse           
societies:The case of the European Union”, Journal of the European Economic Association, Vol. 3, No. 4, June                 
2005, 947.  
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common roots with one official language that would reduce disenfranchisement. For instance, for             

an Italian speaker, the level of disenfranchisement would be lower if Spanish is chosen as an                

official language rather than German. This leads to the second method, the “Dyen percentage              54

cognate matrix of linguistic distances” between Indo-European languages which apply survey           

and population data on language proficiency in the EU. Thanks to these two methods, the authors                

then determine optimal sets of official languages that depend on society's sensitivity against             

disenfranchisement and understanding of the chosen language. The Dyen method highlights the            

importance of Latin languages in Europe. Finally, the paper gives the optimal choices of              55

official languages (as in working languages) for the EU. It turns out that survey-based              

dichotomous and Dyen first-best choices coincide. The results are given in order: English is              

obvious if society restricts its choice to a single official language. Then, French is added, as it is                  

“reasonably distant from the first and known by a reasonably large number of non-natives”. The               

successive optimal choices are German, then a tie between Italian and Spanish, not because of               

their linguistic proximity, but because they are spoken by more citizens than Dutch, and finally               

Dutch. Population-based optimal results are different, as English loses its lead since German             56

and French are spoken by more natives than English. However, if the EU settles for three                

working languages, English, French, and German are the first-best choices according to the three              

criteria, and is second-best according to the Dyen population-based criterion. As we know,             

English-French-German is the group of languages that the EU currently uses , and are the              57

pivotal languages to which and from which documents are translated. The results of the paper               

show that this is indeed the optimal choice. Spanish is widely spoken in some regions outside of                 

the EU and could therefore be added as a working language for diplomatic reasons.  

 

These previous lines refer to the utilitarian mindset on languages. Usually, “utilitarian” refers to              

“utilitarianism”, which is a philosophical current from the branch of consequentialism. However,            

this thesis is using the following definition of utilitarian: “having regard to utility or usefulness               

54Ibid., 948. 
55Ibid., 949.  
56Ibid., 958-959.  
57Though German is used to a lesser extent. 
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rather than beauty, ornamentation, etc.” Some synonyms that could be used are practical,             58

useful, functional, sensible. Referring to languages, it implies that some languages could be             

considered more useful than others. The mindset that everyone must learn the English language              

in order to succeed is the epitome of utilitarianism in the field of languages. Most European                

education systems favour European languages. Given the mobility of the workforce inside the             

EU labour market, directly applicable language skills have been increasingly recognised as a key              

competence or ‘transnational linguistic capital’. In the context of the economic crisis, practical             59

foreign language skills appear to be central for increasing chances of insertion in the job market                

in the eyes of many pupils and their parents. Therefore, this increasing external context has               60

disfavoured the internal one, and put minority and migrant languages in the shadows. Proving              

this point, the first European survey on language competences “SurveyLang”, carried out in 2012              

focuses only on the five most ‘useful’ European languages: English, German, French, Spanish             

and Italian. We will see in the second chapter of this thesis that the utilitarian mindset in largely                  61

majoritarian in France as well.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

58Dictionary.com, “utilitarian”. https://www.dictionary.com/browse/utilitarian (Accessed March 30, 2019).  
59Nuria Garcia, “Tensions between cultural and utilitarian dimensions of language: a comparative analysis of              
‘multilingual’ education policies in France and Germany, Current Issues in Language Planning, 16:1-2, 2015, 44.  
60Ibid. 
61Neil Jones, “Europe : SurveyLang, l’enquête européenne sur les compétences langagières”, Revue internationale             
d’éducation de Sèvres n°60, September 2012. https://journals.openedition.org/ries/2444.  
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CHAPTER THREE - THE EU OFFICIAL TEXTS AND PROGRAMMES 

 

3.1. Analysis of the EU official texts 

 

This chapter will provide with some of the most important texts and tactics adopted by               

the EU to encourage the MS to improve their competence in foreign languages. Article 2 of the                 

Lisbon Treaty states that the EU “shall respect its rich cultural and linguistic diversity, and shall                

ensure that Europe's cultural heritage is safeguarded and enhanced.'' The EU’s commitment to             62

multilingualism and linguistic diversity is made clear by its decision to maintain the 24 official               

languages of the 28 Member States as official languages of the EU, and this no matter the                 

number of native speakers. However, the EU recognizes the predominance of English in             

language teaching, “English is becoming de facto the first foreign language. It is the most taught                

foreign language, both in Europe and globally, and it plays a key role in daily life” and while it                   63

encourages European citizens to learn it, it stresses the importance of learning at least another               

language as well. This goal has been the same since 2002 and is known as the Barcelona                 

objectives. Indeed, the EU stresses that “it is proficiency in more than one foreign language that                

will make a decisive difference in the future.” In 2018, the EC has submitted a proposal for a                  64

Council Recommendation on an approach to the teaching and learning of languages . Its aim is               65

for all pupils finishing secondary education to be proficient users of the language of schooling               

and another European language and confident users of an additional language, by 2025. 

 

In 2013, Johnson wrote a paper called “Underlying Paradox in the European Union's             

Multilingualism Policies”. He claims that the EU is the victim of its own paradox, as it can                 

decide on its own policy for language by adopting all the official languages of MS as its official                  

62Treaty of Lisbon amending the Treaty on European Union and the Treaty establishing the European Community,                
“Article 2”, Lisbon: 13 December 2007. 
63EUR-Lex, “Language competences for employability, mobility and growth Accompanying the document           
Communication From the Commission Rethinking Education: Investing in skills for better socio-economic            
outcomes”, 2012..https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52012SC0372.  
64Ibid. 
65European Commission, “Education and Training - Monitor 2018”, Luxembourg: Publications Office of the             
European Union, 2018, 83. http://bit.ly/educationmonitor2018.  
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languages and this so as to tend towards multilingualism and it can designate priorities for               

funding that follow from its policies. However, it cannot set a language policy for its member                

states. Therefore, the EU’s openness to multilingualism always exists within the constraints of             

the MS, whose policies regarding language differ a lot.   66

To fight back this paradox, one of the policy methods the EU has adopted is the OMC , the open                   67

method of coordination. It is a quite new and intergovernmental means of governance in the EU                

and is based on the voluntary cooperation of the MS. The OMC counts as soft law and uses                  

guidelines, indicators, standards and sharing of best practice. This means that there are no              

official sanctions for the MS lagging behind. The OMC relies on a form of peer pressure through                 

naming and shaming as no MS wants to be seen as the worst in a given policy area. The OMC is,                     

therefore, a way for the EU to impose its will in the fields for which it does not officially have                    

competences. The Education and Training Monitor, which is part of the Europe 2020 Agenda,              

can be seen as a result of this method. Each year, the EU evaluates the efforts made by the MS in                     

the field of education through this Monitor . The aim is to analyse which field of education are                 68

to be prioritized and debated at the national level, through international comparisons. The report              

shows the sometimes huge differences between countries in many fields, including language            

teaching and command. This enters in the category of “naming and shaming”. Finally, the              

European Commission under the presidency of Barroso used to have a Commissioner for             

Multilingualism, which in 2010 has been incorporated in the Commissioner for Education,            

Culture, Multilingualism and Youth. One can wonder if the motivation or the effect of this               

incorporation is that multilingualism became an unprivileged priority, therefore creating another           

paradox in the EU’s stance on multilingualism.  

 

In 2014, the CoE with support of the Commission invited the MS to “explore ways of increasing                 

the attractiveness of, and ensuring greater commitment towards, language learning, including           

66Fern L. Johnson, “Underlying Paradox in the European Union's Multilingualism Policies”, Critical Inquiry in              
Language Studies, 2013, 10:4, 288-310. 
67Nick Saville & Esther Gutierrez Eugenio, “Research for Cult Committee - European Strategy on Multilingualism -                
Policy and Implementation at the EU Level”, European Parliament, July 2016, 14.            
http://bit.ly/ecml-multilingualism-policy. 
68European Commission, “Education and Training - Monitor 2018”, 1.  
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through the use of ICT and Open Educational Resources, with a view to reducing the number of                 

learners who abandon language studies before attaining an adequate level of proficiency.” The             

CoE also stressed again the goal of the Barcelona objectives, by inviting the MS to “adopt and                 

improve measures aimed at promoting multilingualism and enhancing the quality and efficiency            

of language learning and teaching, including by teaching at least two languages in addition to the                

main language(s) of instruction from an early age and by exploring the potential of innovative               

approaches to the development of language competences.” The same year, the EC released a              69

document aimed at helping MS improve their language teaching through the use of technologies,              

the CLIL , and the good practices produced by the ECML. For instance, the Center created the                70 71

DOTS , to assist language teachers in using technology in their teaching, with the help of a                72

training kit that includes activities for online pedagogic tools. It also promotes the use of the                

CLIL, which would translate in a subject such as history or mathematics to be taught in a foreign                  

language. The CLIC Matrix was created by the ECML and is an internet tool for teachers that                 

provides a series of indicators for them to assess their teaching in a CLIL context together with                 

advice to help them improve.  

In a Commission working document on “Language competences for employability, mobility and            

growth”, the EU gives guidance to the MS to make teaching and learning foreign languages               

significantly more effective. This guidance is based on quantity, quality, focus, guidance,            

monitoring and starting age. MS need to invest more hours into the teaching and learning of                

languages. Pupils should also start their foreign language earlier in life as a compulsory part of                

their education. Otherwise, the teaching should be improved with the help of innovative             

methods, including CLIL, initial and in-service training of teachers, “increased opportunities for            

using language skills and the development of ICT-based language learning resources” . The EU             73

states that language learning outcomes must aim at support employability, mobility and growth.             

69Council of the European Union, “Conclusions on multilingualism and the development of language competences”,              
Education, Youth, Culture and Sport Council meeting, Brussels: 20 May 2014. http://bit.ly/consilium-languages. 
70Content and language integrated learning. 
71European Commission, “Improving the effectiveness of language learning: CLIL and computer assisted language 
learning”, London: ICF GHK, June 25, 2014, 1. https://bit.ly/2UmJ1Mx.  
72Developing online teaching skills. 
73European Commission, “Language competences for employability, mobility and growth”, Strasbourg: November 
20, 2012, 4. http://bit.ly/LEX-languagecompetences.  
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MS should provide adequate guidance to pupils and their families. It also advises for a               

monitoring system which would improve the effectiveness of the education system. 

 

Finally, the document quotes the final report of the ESLC , which states that “an earlier onset of                 74

foreign language teaching means a higher score on the language tests.” The typical age for               75

starting to learn the first foreign language is between 6 and 9, whereas the second foreign                

language generally becomes compulsory between 10 and 15. Overall, the tendency is to offer              

foreign language learning from an earlier age than previously. Some countries make the pupils              

start at later ages such as England, Wales and Northern Ireland at the age of 11, while the pupils                   

in Spain and in the German-speaking community of Belgium begin in pre-primary education.             

The EU, therefore, recommends MS to start language education at the earliest. The ESLC also               

identified a link between exposure to foreign languages and proficiency. “Overall more lesson             

time for the target language per week means a higher score on the language tests.” The working                 

document stresses the differences between MS, as, at the end of its secondary education, a pupil                

in Luxembourg will have received around 4,000 hours of language teaching, while a French one               

900 hours, and a Slovenian 650 hours in Slovenia.  76

 

Additionally, the EU has fully adopted the use of the CEFR. This Framework is an               

international standard for describing language ability. It is a six-level scale, going from A1 for               

beginners, up to C2 for those who have mastered a language and through B1-B2 for independent                

users. This scale makes it easier for anyone involved in language teaching and testing to see the                 

level of different qualifications. It also means that employers and institutions from another             

country than a person they are hiring can easily compare their qualifications to the exams they                

are used to in their country. The levels are defined through ‘can-do’ descriptors: what the learner                

can understand reading or hearing, and can express speaking or writing. Since it was launched in                

2001, the CEFR has achieved rapid success both in European institutions and organisations and              

in the various educational systems involved. Indeed, its usefulness had been confirmed by its use               

74European Survey on Language Competences.  
75European Commission, “Language competences for employability, mobility and growth”.  
76Ibid., 10.  
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by the EC for instance in the Europass , in which one’s language skills is therefore marked on                 77

the A1-C2 scale, or in the 2004-2006 action plan in favour of language teaching and linguistic                

diversity. It has however been found out that European countries do not all use the Framework                78

in the same way. In 2007, 90% of the States interrogated for a survey from the LPP told that they                    

found the CEFR to have been useful or even really useful for the creation and elaboration of the                  

languages programmes for school. However, as each State has its own history with national and               79

foreign languages and its own difficulties and needs, it is only a normal consequence that each of                 

them use the Framework differently. For instance, Goullier argues that the Netherlands uses the              

CEFR as a way to get as close as possible to the reality present in the classroom , while France                   80

aims at improving the overall level through the setting of higher objectives (B2 for instance) than                

the one observed in the classroom, with however the requirement for a level which could be                

more reasonably attained (B1). Goullier considers a couple more examples in his article,             81

including the one of Luxembourg, which, as in France, uses the Framework to set passing               

requirements for pupils with difficulties, but without formulating higher objectives.   82

 

3.2. Descriptions of the programmes studied  

 

Here, I will describe three interlinked European actions, eTwinning, Erasmus + and            

Comenius. For Erasmus +, I will focus on the possibility for elementary school teachers to go                

abroad. For each action, I will give one or many concrete examples of application.  

 

 

77Europass is an initiative aimed at increasing transparency of qualification and mobility of citizens in Europe. The                 
five Europass documents are the Curriculum Vitae, Language Passport, Europass Mobility, Certificate Supplement             
and Diploma Supplement. 
78Francis Goullier, “La mise en œuvre du Cadre européen commun de référence pour les langues en Europe. Une                  
réalité différenciée dans ses finalités et dans ses modalités”, Revue internationale d’éducation de Sèvres n°47:               
Enseigner les langues: un défi pour l’Europe. April 2008.  
79Martyniuk Waldemar, Noijons José, “Synthèse des résultats d’une enquête sur l’utilisation du CECRL au niveau               
national dans les États membres du Conseil de l’Europe”, Forum intergouvernemental sur les politiques              
linguistiques, Conseil de l’Europe, Strasbourg, 6-8 février 2007. 
80Francis Goullier, “La mise en œuvre du Cadre européen commun de référence pour les langues en Europe. Une 
réalité différenciée dans ses finalités et dans ses modalités”, §9. 
81Ibid., §10. 
82Ibid., §11.  
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3.2.1. eTwinning 

eTwinning is the main action of the EC’s former eLearning programme. It takes             

advantage of the possibilities offered by the Internet and digital media to promote European              

school cooperation, collaborative learning and project-based pedagogy. It offers a platform for            

staff (teachers, head teachers, librarians, etc.), working in a school in one of the European               

countries involved, to communicate, collaborate, develop projects, share and “feel and be a part              

of the most exciting learning community in Europe” . This action has been launched in 2005 by                83

the European Commission and is co-funded by Erasmus+ since 2014. It is operated by European               

Schoolnet, which is an international partnership of 34 European Ministries of Education            

developing learning for schools, teachers and pupils across Europe. It is also further supported at               

the national level by 38 National Support Services. The eTwinning portal is the entry point to the                 

eTwinning world and is available in 28 languages. In 2008, over 30,000 European schools were               

taking part of the partnerships offered by eTwinning . eTwinning does not finance individual             84

projects but offers support through pedagogical assistants, teacher training, tools and recognition            

for facilitating school collaboration. A multilingual website allows schools to register for            

eTwinning, find partners and cooperate with them in a secure virtual environment using adapted              

tools. Schools can decide on the duration of the cooperation from a few weeks to several years.                 

The subjects covered are also up to the participating schools. This flexibility and freedom of               

action, combined with a minimum of administrative complications. The 2018 eTwinning           85

Monitoring Report showed that the involvement in eTwinning activities is linked to the             

improvement of teachers’ perceptions about their digital, pedagogical and collaborative          

competences. As of May 2019, a total of 89,717 projects, 683,179 teachers and 203,962 schools               86

were counted on the official eTwinning website.   87

One example of an eTwinning project is The Twinning Game. Using the portal, pupils from               

Greece and Poland presented their schools and cities and informed on pupils’ life and interests               

83eTwinning, “Homepage”. https://www.etwinning.net/en/pub/index.htm (Accessed May 2, 2019).  
84European Commission, “Commission launches Comenius Regio Partnerships: new opportunities for regional           
cooperation in school education”. 
85European Commission, “Comenius Success Stories - Europe Creates Opportunities”. 
86eTwinning, “What is the impact of eTwinning on teachers’ practice and competences”, April 25, 2019.               
https://www.etwinning.net/en/pub/highlights/what-is-the-impact-of-etwinnin.htm. 
87eTwinning, “Homepage”.  
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by designing and playing games. Firstly, the pupils exchanged photos and small descriptions of              

school life in their home countries and discussed different ideas and thoughts. Then, they created               

and exchanged different games and quizzes. In playing the games provided by the partner school,               

the pupils and teachers extended their knowledge on the partner. At the end of the project, the                 

two schools created one common quiz game accessible to everyone and focused on questions              

concerning Greece and Poland. The project was truly multidisciplinary as it involved            

informatics, English and economics. Within the economics lessons, questions on the EU and its              

institutions were tackled. Thanks to this project, the pupils put into practice what they have               

learned in textbooks. The teachers used the project for exchanging experiences in teaching and              

expanded their knowledge on the educational system of the other country. They also became              

familiar with using ICT in the classroom and experimented with new approaches and methods of               

teaching.   88

 

3.2.2 Erasmus + 

Erasmus + might be one of the most famous programmes of the EU. It is mostly                

remembered as the programme which allows European students to study abroad in Europe for a               

certain amount of time. In 2017, more than 43,000 French students studied in another MS, and                89

they were around 400,000 all over Europe . However, the programme gathers a larger amount              90 91

of possibilities, and for a wider audience. It is also funding other smaller programmes, such as                

Comenius and eTwinning, or the Jean Monnet activities, the School Education Gateway or the              

European Youth Week. It also gives funding for internship periods but also training for teachers               

and staff. Many individuals can benefit from Erasmus +, but not only: associations, schools and               

institutions can receive funding too. Additionally, non-European students can also take part. In             

2017, around 23,000 university students from around the world came to study in the              

programme’s countries and more than 11,000 Europeans went studying outside of Europe. The             92

88European Commission, “Comenius Success Stories - Europe Creates Opportunities”. 
89Agence Erasmus+ France, “La France, 1er pays d’envoi du programme Erasmus+ pour les étudiants”, January 25,                
2019. http://bit.ly/france1erpays.  
90European Commission, “Erasmus + annual report 2017”, directorate-general for education youth sport and culture,              
2017, 4.  http://bit.ly/Erasmusreport2017.  
91Including staff. 
92European Commission, “Erasmus + annual report 2017”, 4. 
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programme also funds Erasmus Joint Degrees such as Euroculture, and gives scholarships for             

these. It also funds Sports projects run by organisations, and organises the European Week of               

Sport. In the field of languages, Erasmus + has set up the OLS, or Online Linguistic Support,                 

which allows participants to assess the language they will use abroad before and after their               

mobility. OLS also gives participants access to online classes. In 2017, 380,000 persons             

benefited from online classes from the OLS, an increase of 52% since 2014.  93

Now, we will get a closer look at the mobility and training offered to European teachers, not only                  

in primary school but also at other education levels. We will see what are the expected outcomes                 

of a teacher’s mobility and give examples of applications. By the end of a mobility, teachers can                 

expect to improve their competences, have a broader understanding of practices, policies and             

education systems in other countries, trigger their capacities to grasp changes, better understand             

the interconnections between formal and non-formal education, improve the quality of their            

teaching in favour of the students, better grasp and respond to social, linguistic and cultural               

differences, increase their ability to address the needs of pupils or students with disabilities or               

disadvantages, increase the opportunities for the development of their own career, improve their             

foreign language competences, and finally improve their overall motivation.  94

As a teacher, there are many ways to benefit from Erasmus +. It can be through courses of short                   

duration, with a minimum of two days, to longer durations, up to two months. In summer 2019, a                  

five-day course is offered by the European Cultural Academy in Venice to teachers wanting to               

learn how to teach through art . An interested teacher would have to apply via their school to get                  95

an Erasmus + funding to cover the fees, travel and accommodation expenses. The school needs               

to apply for funding via an Erasmus+ Key Action 1, otherwise, teachers would have to cover all                 

expenses by themselves. Secondly, one can be sent to teach in another country. This is the case                 

of Valentina Celi, a researcher-teacher at an ESPE (École supérieure du professorat et de              

l’éducation) who teaches future teachers how to teach mathematics. Italian living in France for              

over 20 years, she decided to go to Italy for one week in 2016 to teach in Italian to future                    

93Ibid., 38. 
94Central European University, “Erasmus+ Teaching Mobility: for Academic Staff”. http://bit.ly/mobilitystaff          
(Accessed May 4, 2019) 
95European Cultural Academy, “Teaching and learning through art”. https://europeanculturalacademy.com/teachers         
(Accessed May 4, 2019).  
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primary school teachers. Having enjoyed the experience and the contact she had with the              

students, she decided to renew the experience one year later. Ms. Celi found that teaching in                

another language allowed her to get some distances with the methods she had been using for so                 

long, and organize them alongside her notes. She also took the opportunity of being in another                

country to observe classes in Italian schools, and gather different material for her own courses.   96

Finally, Erasmus + also allows teachers to experiment new method of education. Laurent             

Lentrebecq teaches a CM2 class in France. He has been part of several Erasmus + projects, with                 

the goal of seeking new methods after he would see the ones in use were not effective in raising                   

pupils’ motivation to learn. Mr. Lentrebecq went in Finland, the UK, Malta and Belgium to teach                

French as a foreign language to pupils from the first year of kindergarten to the last year of                  

primary school. Using the methods they were used to apply for their own mother tongue, he and                 

his colleagues quickly found out that they needed to get involved differently and teach the               

language not to the pupils, but with them. Lentrebecq started using digital means such as videos                

and news bulletin, but also theatre, arts or children literature. The different Erasmus + projects he                

has been part of taught him the importance of interdisciplinarity, as he now works around a                

central project involving many different subjects. In France, Lentrebecq teaches in a REP+             

school, considered priority and violent, but found that these new methods he learned abroad were               

efficient in this case too.   97

 

3.2.3. Comenius and Comenius Regio 

Comenius was an EU project part of the European exchanges programme called Socrates             

and launched in 2002. It has disappeared in 2014, as its purpose has been integrated into the                 

Erasmus + 2014-2020 Programme. This project aimed at every level of education, from             

kindergarten to the end of high school. The specific aims of the programme were cooperation               

between participants and the promotion of relations between European students, as well as the              

promotion of teachers’ mobility. Comenius was to be used as a means to improve the foreign                

language skills of European pupils and to develop tolerance and open-mindedness. The schools             

96Génération Erasmus+, “Les Ambassadeurs - Enseigner en Italie”. http://bit.ly/enseignerenItalie (Accessed May 4,            
2019).  
97Génération Erasmus+, “Les Ambassadeurs - Expérimenter de nouvelles méthodes d’enseignement”. 
http://bit.ly/méthodesdenseignement (Accessed May 4, 2019). 
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taking part of these networks were mostly schools that participated in similar projects in specific               

fields that were prioritized in calls for proposals made each year . Often several classes were               98

involved in the projects; on average 70 pupils in each of the partner schools participated . 99

In 2008, the European Commission launched a complementary action called “Comenius Regio”            

after a proposal initially made by the European Parliament in 2005 . It was an action under the                 100

Lifelong Learning Programme, with an annual budget of 16 million euro. Comenius Regio             

Partnerships supported cooperation between local and regional authorities, schools and other           

learning organisations across Europe. At the occasion of its launch, the then Commissioner for              

Education, Training, Culture and Youth, Ján Figel’, said that “School head teachers and             

education authorities are increasingly recognising just how valuable it is to make it easier for               

schools to interact and learn from each other throughout Europe.” and that he was pleased to                101

add Comenius to the toolbox for “promoting understanding among our youngsters in Europe”.             

The aim of Comenius was therefore to facilitate cross-border cooperation among schools in             

Europe. Comenius Regio Partnerships funded regional cooperation in school education, and           

promoted the exchange of experience and good practice between regions and municipalities in             

Europe . They aimed at helping regional or local authorities with responsibility in school             102

education to improve educational opportunities for school–age children. Within these bilateral           

cooperation projects, the two participating regions were free to choose any topic of relevance and               

interest to them. For example, projects could work on school management issues, better             

integration of pupils with migration backgrounds, entrepreneurship education or reducing early           

school leaving. Schools and other relevant partners within the region or municipality, such as a               

youth club, a library or museum, must be integrated into project activities . 103

  

98Agence Erasmus+ France, “Réseaux Comenius”. http://bit.ly/ErasmusFRComenius (Accessed May 2, 2019). 
99European Commission, “Comenius Success Stories - Europe Creates Opportunities”, Education and Culture DG,             
Luxembourg: Office for Official Publications of the European Communities, 2007, 4. http://bit.ly/Comeniussuccess.  
100European Commission, “Commission launches Comenius Regio Partnerships: new opportunities for regional           
cooperation in school education”, Brussels, 3 November 2008. http://bit.ly/ComeniusRegio.  
101Ibid.  
102Ibid. 
103Ibid. 
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In concrete terms, Comenius translated in projects between many classes in different schools in              

Europe, of which are now a couple of examples. The “Democrisis” project was conducted              

between five schools in Sweden, Czech Republic, Spain, Bulgaria and Poland. The goal of              

Democrisis was to raise interest in political participation and civil society in the pupils’ minds,               

by analysing the dangers and threats against democracy in different types of societies and              

discussing relevant topics. The subject was interdisciplinary as it involved history, languages,            

religion, social science and geography. The schools organized meetings, conferences and           

exhibitions on the subject. By studying the concept of democracy with pupils from other              

countries, it has been reported that pupils reached a deeper knowledge of other societies and               

learned to accept and listen to others. They became more critical, better at debating and more                

politically aware after this project. It is also reported by the EC that the project has proved to be                   

sustainable as other schools got inspired by it to start their own similar projects.   104

For three years, "The Compass Project" addressed pupils with learning difficulties from schools             

from the UK, Finland, Hungary and Portugal. The wide goal was to assist them in becoming                

active citizens, by comparing and analysing aspects of school life, environment, cultures and             

climate and learn more about living in another part of Europe. Pupils exchanged emails, sampled               

each others' local foods, planted each others' seeds, and used products from each others' countries               

to make recipes. The report concluded that the experience encouraged pupils to accept             

difference, but also that teachers and pupils improved their language skills.  105

 

These first three chapters have shown the European motivations for the development of             

multilingualism in the continent, a value which is important not only to the institution but also to                 

most of the citizens. The EU official texts clearly state that the linguistic diversity of Europe is to                  

be protected, and it gives many means to the Member States to achieve the central “Barcelona                

objectives” for every European citizen to have a good command of at least two languages in                

addition to their native one. Many programmes have been created in the past two decades to                

promote the learning and teaching of languages and international comparison put pressure on the              

States to improve their results and find new ways to teach. Both eTwinning and Comenius make                

104European Commission, “Comenius Success Stories - Europe Creates Opportunities”, 14. 
105Ibid. 6. 
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pupil realise the importance to learn to speak another language than their own. These              

programmes between pupils who do not speak the same languages make them use these as a                

necessary means of communication, and not as a game in the classroom. Building relationships              

with foreign persons from an early age can be a big factor of motivation at a later age to learn                    

foreign languages.  

The next chapters of this thesis will focus on one country which is quite known for being either                  

reluctant at learning foreign languages, or for just being ‘bad’ at them. It will be shown how                 

France responded to European recommendations and advice, in theory, through laws and official             

documents and in practice, through the analysis of a survey and testimonies. 
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CHAPTER FOUR- TEACHING LANGUAGES IN FRANCE IN THEORY 

 

The fourth chapter of this thesis considers the case of France on the subject of foreign                

language teaching in elementary school. Firstly, it will give an overview of the French attitude               

towards foreign language through the history of languages in France. It will also look at the                

recent and current state of play of the general level of French people and pupils in foreign                 

language fluency. Secondly, it will thoroughly gather and analyse the laws and official             

publications currently at play through the Code of Education and its recent modifications, and              106

through the official websites of the MENJ and its derivatives.  

 

4.1. The state of play  

 

4.1.1. Attitude towards languages - national, regional, foreign.  

The education system of France favours the teaching of ‘useful’ European languages over the              

one of minority and migrant languages. This utilitarian logic of the sector of languages comes               

from deeply rooted historical reasons and remains prevalent in multilingual education policies.            

France is considered to be a linguistically homogeneous nation-state, where the boundaries            

between state, nation and language all coincide. A common language is instrumental in             

facilitating many areas such as production, trade and other economic activity. At the state level,               

language policy is also important because it allows the state to coordinate its activities and               

engage with society. However, a census conducted by the French National Statistics Office in              107

1999 showed that 26% of the adult population declared that a language different than French was                

spoken in their home. These were not only migrant languages but also regional ones.              108

Historically, regional languages have been perceived as a threat to the unity of the French nation                

and their teaching was excluded from the education system until the fifties. This hostility              

towards regional languages dates back to the Jacobin language policies implemented during the             

106Education code. 
107Aviad Rubin, “Beyond identity: the desirability and possibility of policies of multilingualism”, Journal of              
Multilingual and Multicultural Development, 2017. 
108Nuria Garcia, “Tensions between cultural and utilitarian dimensions of language: a comparative analysis of              
‘multilingual’”, 50. 
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French Revolution which continue to shape the perception of these languages today. One of the               

central objectives of the introduction of compulsory schooling in the 1880s was the linguistic              

unification of the country through the teaching of French to all pupils. More recently though,               109

due to globalization as well as to the process of European integration that took place throughout                

the 20th century, the importance of learning foreign languages in addition to the national              

language has reached France too.  

However, the defence of the French language against English has a long tradition. Contrary to               

other European countries, although pupils and their parents massively favour English in their             

first foreign language choices, none of the different ministers of education has recognised its              

specific status in the French national education system . Nonetheless, this refusal to officially             110

recognise English as most “useful” language has not prevented the utilitarian dimension from             

prevailing in parents’ and pupils’ language choices, as the survey I conducted will reveal later               

on. The French mindset is made very tangible by the existence of a law called “Loi Toubon”,                 

which obliges companies to use French – that is, prevents them from using any other language,                

and most especially English, in a number of contexts, but also migrant and minority languages.               

In contrast to European languages, regional and minority languages are seen as an additional              

skill, which could not replace the learning of a ‘useful’ foreign language. The limited recognition               

of immigrant and regional languages is more generally linked to the tension between the cultural               

and utilitarian dimensions of language. The Code of Education reminds that the language of              111

teaching, exams and thesis, both in private and public schools and throughout one’s studies, is               

French. The exceptions are of course for foreign and regional language teaching, but also when               

foreign teachers are invited, or when the teaching is done in agreement with a foreign institution                

or within a European programme or for a multilingual transborder diploma. The minister dealing              

with the use of French language is immediately informed of any granted exception.   112

 

109Ibid, 51.  
110Ibid., 48. 
111Ibid., 55. 
112Légifrance, “Loi n° 2013-660 du 22 juillet 2013 relative à l'enseignement supérieur et à la recherche - Article 2”. 
https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/eli/loi/2013/7/22/2013-660/jo/article_2 (Accessed April 10, 2019).  
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Like the EU, France has fully adopted the CEFR, the importance of which is undeniable:                

“France has for ambition to promote the teaching of LVE and make it more efficient in order to                  

improve the equality of chances and face new economic and cultural challenges. The adoption of               

the Framework constitutes a foundation of this politic”. The MENJ describes the different             113

objectives of language education through the Framework’s scale. The programmes are made            

according to the description of the levels in terms of objectives to reach. Since 2006, the                114

programmes in middle school are based on the CEFR and are therefore said to be based on more                  

oral practice and in the continuity of what has been done in elementary school.  

France is also a signatory of the European Cultural Convention. The Council of Europe’s              

activities to promote plurilingualism, linguistic diversity and language learning in the field of             

education are carried out within the framework of the European Cultural Convention, ratified by              

49 states, including France. It provides a framework for developing co-operation between            

member states in the fields of culture and education in line with the CoE’s core values. In 1954                  

the CoE and the contracting parties agreed on this European Cultural Convention, which             

considers that the aim of the CoE is to achieve a greater unity between its members for the                  

purpose of safeguarding and realising the ideals and principles which are their common heritage.              

It underlines “the study of the languages, history and civilisation of the others and of the                

civilisation which is common to them all” as a means for this unity and having to be available to                   

the nationals of all members.” For sixty years, the 50 Contracting Parties have accordingly              115

participated in intergovernmental programmes in the field of language teaching and learning,            

thus creating a strong dynamic of co-operation.  116

 

4.1.2. State of play  

In 2013, the Assemblée Nationale presented an amendment in which it qualified the level of               117

French pupils in foreign languages as “particularly alarming”, pointing out that international            

113MENJ, “Enseignement des langues vivantes”, Bulletin officiel n°23, June 8, 2006.           
http://bit.ly/bulletin-officiel-n23.  
114Ibid. 
115Council of Europe, “European Cultural Convention”, Paris: 1954. https://bit.ly/2YoNYDL.  
116Council of Europe,“Languages for democracy and social cohesion Diversity, equity and quality”. 
117Lower house of the bicameral Parliament of France.  
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surveys show that they are far from reaching the expected levels at different levels of their                

education, but also that they rank last in all Europe when evaluated in foreign language               

competences. As seen in the introduction, French people are among the worst English-speakers             118

in Europe, ranking 25th out of 32 countries according to the English Proficiency Index. This               119

case is similar in other languages but is to be nuanced. French pupils tend to perform better in                  

Spanish for instance, which can be explained by the linguistic proximity of the two languages .               120

A report given to the government in 2018 gives a complex state of play of the results of the 2006                    

French reform that will be dissected in the next section. Comparing data from 2004 and 2016, the                 

results are that the 2006 reform did indeed improve the teaching of LVE in France. In 2004 at the                   

end of elementary school, 43% of pupils had been taught English for at least three years and 9%                  

for five years. In 2016, these percentages rose to 95% for three years and half of that for five.                   121

The percentages are fairly similar for what German is concerned. The results also show that oral                

comprehension has improved as well as in writing even though to a lesser extent. One worrisome                

finding is that there still is a huge gap in the level of command of the language between pupils                   

from different social environment and also between genders, with girls performing better in             

foreign languages than boys, and with privileged schools or unprivileged. The results and             122

assessment are quite similar for middle-school, with an accent put on the improvement of oral               

competences, and with the problem of social background and gender. However, these apparent             123

improvements are tempered by international comparisons. Relying on the 2012 survey from the             

European Commission “Surveylang”, the report shows that only 14% of 14-15-year-old French            

pupils reached the B levels of the CEFR, when they were 82% in Malta and Sweden. The only                  

European country performing worse than France is the United Kingdom, with only 9% reaching              

these levels .  124

 

118Assemblée Nationale, “Refondation de l’école de la République - Amendement n°380”, March 6, 2013.              
http://bit.ly/assembléenationale-380..  
119The UK, Ireland and Malta are excluded. 
120Chantal Manes-Bonnisseau and Alex Taylor, “Pour une meilleure maîtrise des langues vivantes étrangères”,             
Report given to the MENJ on September 12, 2018, 12-13. 
121Ibid., 10.  
122Ibid.  
123Ibid., 12.  
124Ibid., 15. 
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4.2. Official French texts and laws  

 

4.2.1. A teaching opened on Europe 

The European integration of France is rooted and emphasised in the French Education             

Code. It states that the aim of the school is to take care of the moral and civic education of a                     

pupil, together with its family. This education includes the learning of values and symbols of the                

French Republic and of the European Union, including the national anthem and its history.              125

France also stresses that language teaching is placed in a European perspective. The 2005 law               

reads that “the first alinea of the article L. 614-1 of the Education Code is completed by the                  

words “and of respect of the European commitments.” The same law promotes a greater opening               

on “Europe and the world”. Accordingly, school must help the integration of the future French               

citizens to the political space of the EU and must make professional mobility in the European                

economic space possible. The Circulaire n°2006-093 was the one aligning the French objectives             

on the European ones, as it enunciated the objective of the good command of two foreign                

languages. The text states that this aims at preparing pupils to the intensification of European and                

international mobility. The circulaire also sanctions the adoption of the CEFR for the teaching              126

of languages in France, and defines the turning point that French need to focus on, being that                 

more focus needs to be put on oral practice. Moreover, France will “promote initiatives aiming at                

developing the European spirit and the feeling of belonging to the political community that is the                

EU”. Accordingly, the MENJ participates to the objectives and strategies of Education and             

formation 2020. The law recognizes the teaching of languages as a privileged means to go               127

towards this opening on Europe. It indicates that it promotes mobility and partnerships coming              

from classrooms, schools or academies, whose goal is to create shared educational projects that              

allow pupils to develop concrete links with foreign partners. The goal enunciated for mobility for               

pupils is for every pupil to go abroad at least once during the mandatory schooling. As for                 

125Code de l’éducation, Partie législative, Deuxième partie, Livre III, Titre II, Chapitre Unique, “Article L321-3”.               
http://bit.ly/code-education-enseignement-premier-degré (Accessed April 15, 2019). 
126MENJ, “Rénovation de l’enseignement des langues vivantes étrangères”, Circulaire n°2006-093, May 31, 2006.             
https://www.education.gouv.fr/bo/2006/23/MENE0601048C.htm. 
127MENJ, “Loi n° 2005-380 du 23 avril 2005, Section 3 ter, Art. L. 312-9-2”, updated June 2016.                 
http://bit.ly/mens-avenir-école.  
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teachers, mobility is to be realised as much in a French network of teaching abroad as in foreign                  

schools . Finally, the article L121-3 of the Code indicates that the command of the French               128

language and the knowledge of two LVE are part of the fundamental objectives of education.               

Article L312-9-2 states that every pupil benefits from the start of mandatory schooling of the               

teaching of a LVE. It adds that every academy can favour a LVE spoken in countries with which                  

they have regional cooperation agreements.   129

 

4.2.2. Organisation of teaching in France 

The following section describes how teaching and then more particularly language           

teaching is organised in France. The foundation of knowledge and competences taught in             

elementary school is made of five fields, one of which is languages “to think and communicate”.                

The aims are the command of French, but also getting to know a foreign language or a regional                  

one, as well as understanding scientific, digital, media and arts and body language. In elementary               

school, a LVE is taught 90 minutes each week. Since 2016, this teaching starts in CP, one year                  

before what it used to be, adding 54 hours of foreign language each year. As of 2019, 1,200                  

schools offer another language than English and an important place is given to German, as 1,000                

more schools offer it since September 2016. As seen before, France has anchored its language               130

teaching strategy on the CEFR. At the end of elementary school, pupils must have the A1 level.                 

For a better continuity between elementary school and middle school, teachers from the first and               

second degrees are to work together on the acquisition of the A1 level, before the beginning of                 

middle school. This way, middle school teachers can start working on the acquisition of the A2                

level without having to start again what has been studied at school. The expected level at the end                  

of mandatory school (16 years-old) is B1 in the first LVE and A2 in the second one, and B2 in                    

LVE1 and B1 in LVE2 at the end of high school.  

 

128MENJ, “Loi n°2005-380 du 23 avril 2005”. 
129Code de l’éducation. Partie législative, Deuxième partie, Livre III, Titre Ier, Chapitre 2, “Section 3 ter :                 
L'enseignement des langues vivantes étrangères .” http://bit.ly/legifrance-conseil-académique-langues-régionales       
(Accessed April 8, 2019). 
130Canopé, “Les langues vivantes à l’école primaire”. http://bit.ly/canopé-languesvivantes (Accessed April 12,           
2019).  
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The programmes and teaching methods of LVE are defined according to the objectives designed              

around the CEFR, and are specific to each language. The programmes state that the teacher must                

prioritize the good command of the phonology of the language taught, and advises the use of                

means such as the memorisation of songs, games on the sounds of the language, the spotting of                 

distinct words in a record, or the distinctions between different types of sentences through              

intonation. It is advised to progressively add writing to the teaching in order to make the link                 131

between the new sounds made and their combination of letters. The second priority of the               

programme is culture and lexicon. The three main vocabulary themes focused on are “the              

person”, “daily life” and “geographic and cultural environment”. Finally, the third theme            

approached in elementary school is grammar, through the memorisation of wordings. At the end              

of elementary school, in the last levels, it is expected to make pupils realise that one language is                  

not the copy of another in term of sentence construction. The programme meticulously             132

describes the requirements for the end of elementary school for the LVE in terms of               

comprehension and interaction in which the pupil is involved or when a speech presented to him,                

in terms of speaking, reading, and writing. Furthermore, programmes specifically designed for            133

each foreign language taught in elementary school have been created, taking into account the              

particularities of the language. These languages are English, German, Spanish, Italian, Chinese,            

Portuguese, Russian and Arabic. As a means of example, the English programme differentiates             

different expressions and wordings and at which level pupils are expected to have a good               

command of them. “Good morning/Good afternoon” are expected in Cycle 2, while            

“Goodnight/Good evening” come later, in Cycle 3. These expressions and sentences are then             

dissected through the three priorities described above, “Phonology”, “Lexicon and Culture” and            

“Grammar”. Of course, the cases of Russian, Arabic and Chinese are a bit different, as the                134

alphabet in the case of the first two and the characters for Chinese are really different to what                  

French pupils know. The importance of writing is minimised, in the case of Russian “the               

graphics system is progressively clarified. Pupils often enjoy writing in Russian, going in their              

131MENJ, “Programmes de langues étrangères pour l’école primaire” Bulletin officiel - hors-série n° 8 du 30 août                 
2007, 2. https://www.education.gouv.fr/bo/BoAnnexes/2007/hs8/hs8_preambule.pdf.  
132Ibid.  
133Ibid, 3.  
134Ibid., 21. 
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sense does not mean giving an important amount of time to writing exercises.” Likewise, some               135

differentiations are already made in elementary school between European and Brazilian           

Portuguese. Furthermore, language and culture are indissociable and the programmes have           

therefore included cultural aspects in the language classes as soon as CP as it is “from the                 

youngest ages that representations are formed” , the role of school being, of course, to educate               136

children but also teaching them how to communicate with efficacy and interculturally. The             

programmes expect children to know pretty specifically stated part of the culture associated with              

the taught language. For instance, Russian learning pupils will know about the orthodox religion             

, they will get to be introduced to Chinese mythology if they learn Chinese, famous Brazilian                137

and Portuguese footballers if they go for Portuguese, the different calendar festivities for             138

Arabic , the Colosseum and different duomos for Italian , and many other cities, mythologies,             139 140

habits and famous person for each of the eight languages.  

 

Finally, the State also organises where each language is taught, through the academic maps of               

languages, “les cartes académiques des langues” so as to diversify the linguistic offer and              

monitor the coherence and continuity of a pupil’s linguistic path. Moreover, these maps have              

largely targeted the networks of priority education called REP and REP+. These networks have              

been created to fight back the impact of social inequalities by an intensification of the               

educational activities in the schools which meet the greatest social difficulties. The academic             

maps of languages therefore diversify languages as much as possible in these networks in              

elementary school and focus on offering bilingual classes in middle school . These maps are              141

available online and show where each language is taught . Each region does not yet offer all the                 142

eight languages, as a pupil from Occitanie cannot learn Portuguese at school or one from               

135Ibid., 99.  
136Eduscol, “La compétence culturelle en langue vivante”, MENJ. http://bit.ly/eduscolCompCult (Accessed April            
29, 2019).  
137MENJ, “Programmes de langues étrangères pour l’école primaire”, 99. 
138Ibid., 91. 
139Ibid., 40. 
140Ibid., 77. 
141MENJ, “Les langues vivantes étrangères et régionales”.  
142Onisep, “La carte des principales langues vivantes étrangères enseignées près de chez vous”, November 6, 2018. 
http://bit.ly/cartelangue.  
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Champagne-Ardenne Chinese. These maps therefore show the efforts made towards          

diversification, but quickly make visible what is left to improve.  

The Education Code provides for international and binational sections to be set up in schools.               

International sections allow French and foreign pupils to acquire a typical education together,             

with the difference that they would use a foreign language as the language of teaching in a few                  

subjects. The sections allow the integration of foreign students in the French school system.              143

Binational sections aims at a division of the languages of teaching, accompanied by a deeper               

knowledge of the civilisation of the partner country. These sections are not the subject of this                144

thesis and will therefore not been studied more, but it is important to know that they exist in the                   

French schooling system.  

 

In order to improve the teaching of the LVE, teachers have the possibility to organise               

competence groups, which are regulated by the MENJ. The circulaire N°2006-093 states that a              145

single classroom can be divided into groups of competence either matching the educational             

approach of the teacher or the different needs and level of the pupils. These groups are clearly                 

described as educational choices made by the teacher or the school’s headmaster.  

To help French teachers teach a LVE, there is a possibility to welcome language assistant. It is                 

mostly done in the second degree, but it is also possible in the first degree. Two types of                  

missions are offered. The first one is a “support mission”, which is seven months long. Assistants                

are volunteers and help the teacher. They are asked to help for particular projects in which the                 

LVE is associated. The second one is a “teaching mission” and lasts nine months. These               

assistants do all the teaching of the LVE when the teacher is not able to do it on its own yet.                     

They teach under the teacher’s supervision. This mission must progressively be reduced to a              

support one. Schools getting help from a language assistant will develop more linguistic projects              

143Code de l’éducation, Partie réglementaire, Livre IV, Titre II, Chapitre 1, Section 7, “Sous-section 1 : Les sections 
internationales”. http://bit.ly/legifrancesectionsinternationales. (Accessed April 8, 2019).  
144Code de l’éducation, Partie réglementaire, Livre IV, Titre II, Chapitre 1, Section 7, “Sous-section 2: Les sections 
binationales”. http://bit.ly/legifrancesectionsbinationales (Accessed April 8, 2019). 
145MENJ, “Rénovation de l’enseignement des langues vivantes étrangères”.  
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compared to others. Otherwise, language assistants are also present in the second degree as we               

said, but can also help train future teachers in the universities and ESPEs .  146

 

The use of technologies is encouraged for language teaching. The law 2013-595 aims at              

developing a greater ambition for the use of digital technologies at school. It is explained that                

thanks to these, the education system could be improved as each child could work with its own                 

rhythm, making pupils more autonomous and collaborating more with one another, and            

important to notice here, it could facilitate exchanges. It is also noted that the use of technologies                 

also offers new possibilities regarding the teaching of foreign languages. The MENJ            147

acknowledges that in order to make progress in the learning of a LVE, it needs to be practised                  

regularly and that therefore the 90 minutes planned each week are not enough . Therefore, the               148

website Eduscol offers a few possibilities for technologies which can help teachers reach the              

objectives in the LVE, the TICE . It mentions videoconferences with native speakers, which are              149

“progressively developing”. It also presents the Baladodiffusion Strolling Through English          

(STE), which allows pupils to work on their LVE also outside of the classroom, and stresses its                 

importance. Every week, STE gives new resources such as videos and stories to pupils and               

teachers. Many levels are offered. The MENJ also promotes the use of the European              150

programmes and the possibility they give for language exchanges and trips. It mentions             

eTwinning, but also Comenius and Leonardo, programmes which have been integrated and            

replaced by Erasmus+ in 2014, even though this page of the MENJ website has been updated in                 

April 2019. It also does the promotion of twin schools with bilateral agreements.   151

 

4.2.3. Regional languages and language and culture of origin.  

As we have seen earlier, France is home to many regional languages. Article L. 312-10 of                

the Education Code states that regional languages and cultures belong to the French Patrimoine              

146“École Supérieure du Professorat et de l’Enseignement”, higher education schools training future PEs.  
147MENJ, “Loi n°2013-595 du 8 juillet 2013 d'orientation et de programmation pour la refondation de l'École de la 
République”.  
148MENJ, “Enseignement des langues vivantes”.  
149Technologies de l'Information et de la Communication pour l'Éducation.  
150Éduscol, “Enseigner les langues vivantes à l’école élémentaire”, updated April 10, 2017.            
http://bit.ly/eduscol-langues-elementaire.  
151MENJ, “Enseignement des langues vivantes”. 
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and that their teaching ought to be done in ways defined by a convention between the State and                  

the local authorities where the language is spoken. These languages can be taught in the same                

way as a foreign language or through bilingual education. Children residing in a town in which                

the school does not offer the instruction of the regional language can ask to integrate a school                 

from another town which offers it, provided there are enough spots left in the school. In some                 152

concerned academies exist an ‘Academic Council of Regional Languages’ which is in charge of              

promoting the teaching of regional languages, and helps the academy develop the teaching of              

this language.   153

As for other foreign languages, France signed in the seventies a number of conventions with               

many countries to set up ELCOs - instructions of language and culture of origin. These were                

offered to children of migrant workers and were Arabic, Turkish, Portuguese, Italian, Spanish,             

Serbian and Croatian. Before 2016, there were around 85,000 pupils signed up for these. In 2016,                

ELCOs became EILEs. They are now open to every child from CE1 and are and additional                

facultative 90 minutes of class every week. Other changes are that the teacher sent by the partner                 

country must speak fluent French and be actual teachers who received proper and recognised              

training. The instruction is also now based on the CEFR, is evaluated, and the teacher can be                 

inspected by the academy. As for 2018, only Portugal and Morocco have engaged in the new                

EILE system.   154

 

4.2.4. Elementary school teachers’ training  

The training of elementary school teachers is generally made by the ESPEs. They are 32               

in France and form teachers in two years. At the end of the first year, students have to go through                    

a competitive exam, the CRPE (Concours de Recrutement des Professeurs des Écoles) to get              

recruited and allowed to teach as an intern in the second year, teaching half of the time and                  

studying and writing their thesis during the second half. They are taught by teachers from               

152MENJ, “Langues et cultures régionales”, Le bulletin officiel de l’éducation nationale, Circulaire n° 2017-072, 12               
April 2017. http://bit.ly/education-langues-et-cultures-régionales.  
153Code de l’éducation. Partie réglementaire, Livre III, Titre Ier, Chapitre 2, Section 4, “Sous-section 2 : Le conseil                  
académique des langues régionales”. http://bit.ly/legifrance-conseil-académique-langues-régionales (Accessed April       
8, 2019).  
154MENJ, “L’apprentissage des langues vivantes rentrée 2016 - La fin des enseignements de langue et de culture                 
d'origine”, June 2016. http://bit.ly/cachemedia-education-gouv-file-pdf. 
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primary and secondary levels, specialist trainers who have learned how to teach, university             

researchers, inspectors or headmasters. The use of technologies in class is promoted to the              

students, as well as the openness to the world .  155

Each ESPE organises the amount of teaching dedicated to each subject, which means that in               

some of them the ECTS given for the LVE component is more important than in others. Overall,                 

however, LVE is always one of the components with the least importance. In the ESPE of                

Aquitaine, it is worth only 2 ECTS and 18h per semester, while the Research component is worth                 

3 ECTS and 16 hours, the component “context and exercise of the profession” 3 ECTS and 26                 

hours, and the component “French, mathematics and sport” is worth 10 ECTS and 104 hours .               156

The ESPE of Paris dedicates each year 3 ECTS 16 hours to the “command of a foreign                 

language” and another 16 hours on “command of a foreign language to teach it” in the same                 

component with French, History-Geography, Arts and an option, component worth 22 ECTS.            

Mathematics alone is worth 84 hours of teaching and sports 44 hours . Finally, in 2016-2017,               157

the ESPE of Lyon did not have any foreign language related classes during the first semester,                

and the language component in the second semester was worth 21 hours and 3 ECTS. This                158

clearly shows that the training of new teachers in LVE is very poor, and the least prioritised of                  

them all.  

 

Since 2006, teachers are also getting training throughout their whole career through “training             

actions”. However, as far as languages are concerned, students aiming to become PE all come               

from really different bachelor degrees: history, sciences, psychology, etc. According to           

Anne-Marie Voise, lecturer at the University of Bourgogne and trainer at the ESPE of Dijon,               

only 10 to 15% of them come from a course related to languages or linguistics . Therefore, a lot                  159

of teachers are not confident with the language they teach and hesitate to speak it in the                 

classroom. Many also privilege other subjects at the expenses of the 90 minutes planned for the                

155Devenir Enseignant, “Les ESPE pour former les futurs enseignants”, MENJ. http://bit.ly/ESPEformation           
(Accessed May 7, 2019).  
156ESPE Aquitaine, “1ère année Master MEEF - Mention 1er degré”, 2016. http://bit.ly/ESPEAquitaineMaquette. 
157ESPE Paris, “Maquette M1 MEEF”, 2018. http://bit.ly/ESPEParisMaquette. 
158ESPE Lyon 1, “Maquette MEEF PE 2016-2017”, 2016. http://bit.ly/ESPELyonMaquette.  
159Anne-Marie Voise, “Langues vivantes en primaire : «les enseignants ont peur d’être de mauvais modèles pour les                 
enfants»”, interview by Quentin Duverger, vous nous ils, December 18, 2012. http://bit.ly/peurenseignantsLVE 
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LVE. Moreover, French teachers are charged to buy the material they need to teach with their                

own money, and a quality method costs around €150, which does not enter in everyone’s budget,                

especially when PE are paid between €1584/month at the start of their career and €3026/month               

by the end of it.  

 

4.2.5. Commission, Councils and Delegates 

At the academy level, there is a Commission on Language Teaching, that works closely              

to the rector. It is made of representatives of the administration, of the staff and users of the                  

MENJ, of representatives of the affected local authorities and people from professional and             

economics fields. Its goal is to ensure a wide and varied language offer as well as coherence and                  

continuity. It also communicates new information to schools, elected persons and parents and             

pupils on the language offer. Finally, it ensures the adequacy of the offer to the local specifics.                 

Each year, this commission draws up a report on language teaching in the academy and writes                

down suggestions of modifications of the language map .  160

At the National level, the National Council of Evaluation of the education system gives              

its opinion on methodology, tools and results at all levels of education. It also assesses the use of                  

European and International programmes, and finally reports results and gives recommendations           

to the MENJ every year on what needs to be improved. These reports are public and some of the                   

recommendations can be examined by the French legislatives chambers.   161

Finally, the academic delegates to European and international relations, known as           

DAREIC, are in charge of the coordination of academic activities in the field of international and                

European relations. These activities include exchanges in the primary and secondary levels,            

international activities in technical and professional schools, linguistic training for teachers, a            

teaching aid for foreign schools and linking of schools.  162

 

160MENJ, “Loi n°2005-380 du 23 avril 2005”.  
161Code de l’éducation, Partie législative, Première Partie, Livre II, Titre IV, “Chapitre Ier bis : Le Conseil national                  
d'évaluation du système scolaire”. http://bit.ly/conseilnationaldevaluation (Accessed April 8, 2019).  
162MENJ, “Les délégués académiques aux relations européennes et internationales (Dareic)”.          
http://bit.ly/menjDAREIC. (Accessed May 16, 2019).  
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As we have seen throughout this second section, the situation presented by official             

publications and organized by French laws seems to be going in the right direction, even though                

some flaws are already visible. The teaching of languages is definitely settled in a European               

perspective, especially since the announcement of the EU’s Barcelona objectives in 2002. More             

recently, in another effort to improve its performance, the government has lowered the age when               

French pupils start to learn their first foreign language, following the consideration “the sooner              

the better”. With the new reform, expected to be put into practice by September 2019, attending                

a kindergarten will become mandatory for all children. As children already are in contact with a                

foreign language in kindergartens, this might mean the official starting age will lower even more.               

The French State also endeavours to diversify the language offer as much as possible, but the                

figures show that English is still largely dominant, even though efforts have given German a               

comfortable second place. However, as we will now see in the next chapter, the training of PE                 

shows that this apparent importance given to foreign languages is only a surface. Languages              

remain one, if not the last priority at the elementary level. 
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CHAPTER FIVE - A MISMATCH BETWEEN THEORY AND PRACTICE 

 

This chapter presents the results of the survey conducted online with 117 French PE, as               

well as two in-depth interviews, all of which are described, analysed and put into contrast.  

 

5.1. Results of the survey 

 

Fig. 1 “How old are you”

 

Fig. 2 “Which level do you teach?” 
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Fig. 3 “Which foreign language do you teach?” 

 

 

Fig. 4 “Which level of the CEFR do you have in the language you teach?”  163

 

163Langue maternelle means mother tongue.  
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Fig. 5. “Since you’re a teacher, have you tried to improve in the language you teach. (accent, 

pronunciation, syntaxe, grammar,...) 

 

 

Fig. 6 “How do you teach?”  164

164Above: Each time, Often, Sometimes, Rarely, Never. Under: Conversations, Songs, Videos, Read stories,             
Roleplay, Videoconferences with Europe, Videoconferences with the world.  
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Fig. 7 “Do you favour the teaching of French to the one of the foreign language? (taking time 

from the 90 minutes planned for languages to add them to the 8 hours planned for French). 

 

113 respondents of the 117 were women, 3 were men, and one preferred not to say. Fig. 1                  

shows that most of the respondents were between 18 and 49-year-old. Many of the older PE do                 

not use social networks as much as the younger ones do, and these answers have been a                 

consequence of my methodology choices. As I did not have the possibility to directly go and                

interrogate teachers in France, I needed to make a choice and the use of social media has been                  

the simplest and most logical one, even though it had the consequence to partly move aside a                 

category of respondents.  

Fig. 2 shows which level the respondents to my survey teach. I recall that one respondent can                 

teach more than one level, explaining the fact that the percentages do not add up to 100. Ten                  

participants to the survey were from the Academy of Lyon, and other ten from Bordeaux and the                 

rest was quite evenly distributed among the other academies, even though I did not get at least                 

one respondent for every academy. 93.2% of the participants taught English, which corresponds             

to the Anne-Marie Voise’s data that 90% of French teachers teach English as a first LVE in                 
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kindergartens and elementary school. For the other languages, ten taught German, three of             165

them in addition to English, and I did not notice any relation with the academies it was taught in,                   

as only two of them taught it in the Academy of Strasbourg, and one in the Academy of                  

Nancy-Metz. Only one respondent taught Chinese, in the academy of Versailles. Four taught             

Spanish, three of them in addition to English, and none of them was situated near Spain. One                 

taught Italian, in the Academy of Grenoble, and taught it in addition to English. Also one taught                 

Arabic, also in the Academy of Grenoble, and also in addition to English.  

The answers that respondents gave when they indicated which CEFR level they had in the               

language they taught were quite striking. 26.5% of the respondents only had an A level in the                 

language they are supposed to teach to pupils, 47.1% a B level, which is a level with which one                   

is not fluent enough to teach. Only over a quarter of the respondents had either a C level or were                    

native speakers of the language and fluent enough to be able to teach the language to beginners.                 

Half of the respondents answered that they did not do anything to improve their level in the                 

language taught since they were teachers (Fig.5). 60.7% of the respondents estimated their level,              

39.3% had a certificate. The relevance of the certificate these 46 persons got could have been                

important, but it happened that almost none of them had the same certificate than another. Five                

were certified by the CLES, four by the Cambridge test, four the TOEIC, four the TOEFL, and a                  

bit less than ten respondents indicated that they were graduates of a bachelor in languages.  

92 participants indicated that they never make use of videoconferences with Europe and 93 with               

the world. One of the respondents was an English native speaker from the USA and said that she                  

sometimes would have video calls with a partner class in the USA. More strikingly, 3               

respondents indicated that they never conversed with their pupils and 12 rarely. Compared to the               

official texts and programmes which put an important emphasis on the orality of teaching, these               

results differ a lot.  

 

Fig. 7 shows that 59% of the respondents put the teaching of their LVE at a disadvantage.                 

When asked why in the next question, forty-three respondents gave their reasons, and many can               

be grouped together. Firstly, they feel a certain pressure either from their headmasters and from               

165Anne-Marie Voise, “Langues vivantes en primaire : « les enseignants ont peur d’être de mauvais modèles pour les                  
enfants»”. 
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the programmes or from the expectation of the pupils’ parents. Secondly, many of the              

respondents told that the level of French of their pupils was really worrying and for many                

reasons. Some were teaching in REP+ and had pupils’ whose mother tongue was not French and                

who could not communicate properly in French already, some others were teaching in France’s              

DOM-COMs and said that the level of French was also really low. Thirdly, numerous teachers               

claimed the programmes were really heavy for the number of hours planned, and did say that the                 

LVE was not a priority, as anyway “English will be taught by ‘real’ teachers in middle school.”                 

and that many “language teachers in middle school would start anew”, so their work would be                

useless anyway. Overall, the question of the lack of time is really important. A respondent wrote                

that every subject, not only the LVE, see their hours reduced by breaks and lunch breaks,                

problems to deal with in class, the minutes given to welcome the pupils and get their attention,                 

and the issues of delays as pupils sometimes arrive late to class. Fourthly, one teacher says that                 

she does not feel at ease in English and do not like teaching it, and therefore recognises that she                   

voluntarily does not meet the required 90 minutes. Finally, a few teachers claim that the               

grammar and syntax of French are “hard enough” for pupils and that they do not wish to confuse                  

the pupils with the grammar and syntax of another language. 

 

One of the main questions of the survey is on the opinion of the respondents on why                 

French people are ranked among the worst speakers of English and to a lesser extent, foreign                

languages in Europe and in the world. 102 out of the 117 respondents gave their opinion, which                 

can be gathered in four groups (see Annexes for the original answers in French).  

The first group blames the place given to writing in the learning process. Many of them suggest                 

that the situation would be improved if native speakers language teachers would come and teach               

the kids their language. These teachers would be specialists, having been trained to teach              

languages specifically and would be at ease in the language. It would therefore take a load out of                  

the PE’s shoulders and improve the teaching. They also deplore that the methods they use are                

based too much on books and writing. In an interview given to Books, writer and essayist Peter                 

Gumbel summarises his book “On achève bien les écoliers” . After years of studying the              166

166Literally, “We do finish school child”, a reference to the 1969 American movie “On achève bien les chevaux”,                  
“They shoot horses, don’t they?”. 
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French school, he insists on the fact that oral is one of the flaws of the system, as pupils are                    

taught and requested not to express their opinion and therefore not used to argue . Gumbel               167

refers to a 2012 Pisa study and quotes that “France is the country which asks the least feedback                  

from pupils on lessons, teachers and resources.”   168

Accordingly, the second group focuses on the fact that pupils are afraid not to talk correctly.                

They complain that classes are overloaded, with sometimes up to thirty kids in the same               

classroom, making it impossible for everyone to be able to speak at least once a week. The                 

concept of fear in the French education is central. According to Gumbel, it is an inherent feature                 

of the French school system. He says that since he arrived in France in 2002 and his daughter                  

attended French schools, he realised that what is asked to French pupils is to stay seated, obey,                 

not cross limits, listen and follow the rules , due to the culture of excellence that underlines                169

mistakes instead of congratulating success. Relying on results from international studies such as             

Pisa, he argues that French pupils lack self-confidence and depreciate themselves , and that it              170

translates for instance in the fact that there are way less of them feeling that they can choose their                   

life compared to pupils from other countries , or in the Pisa finding that French pupils are                171

among the rare pupils in the world who are put off by and not excited to go to school . As a                     172

way of example, a respondent of the survey writes: “we ask to much to French pupils. By way of                   

scattering, we are no experts in anything.” Another writes that “pupils are quickly complexed              

from speaking”, and yet another that “the French education requires the learners’ answers to be               

perfect. Pupils would rather not answer than being wrong. Our pupils are the champions of               

non-answers!”.  

The third group blames the lack of training of teachers, some of them the overall training, some                 

the training for the oral practice. They feel like they know English but do not feel confident to                  

hold conversations, as their accent is not polished enough for instance. Some even write about               

the fear they have to teach their LVE. One particular testimony was quite striking. The               

167Peter Gumbel, “L’absurde monolithisme de l’école française”, interview by Olivier Postel-Vinay, in Books n°90,              
Comment réformer l’école, July-August 2018, 82. 
168Ibid., 81. 
169Ibid., 80. 
170Ibid. 
171Ibid. 
172Ibid., 81. 
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respondent indicated that she was affected to a school where she must teach German, in which                

she is only A2 and a language that she does not like speaking or teaching, when she would have                   

rather liked teaching English, or even having to learn Portuguese from scratch. She writes that               

linguistic immersion is important to her but impossible with her level and “even more when the                

language is not chosen” . On this subject, Gumbel argues that in France, teachers are treated               173

like factory workers whose role is to implement the programmes, without any autonomy, and              

without any trust in them from the hierarchy. He compares the situation to the Finnish one,                174

where the selection to become a teacher is as hard as the one in medicine, but where teachers                  

enjoy a relatively large autonomy. However, France can nowadays not afford to toughen the              

selection, as it is facing a shortage of teachers, both at the primary and secondary level. Indeed,                 

according to the teachers union SNUipp-FSU, 775 PE were lacking in 2018, and since 2013, 3                

571 recruitments have not been carried out. A consequence of this shortage is that many               175

academies must resort to untrained contract workers, the number of which has almost doubled in               

less than ten years, going from 16 257 in 2008 to 31 624 in 2016 . These workers do not know                    176

the reality of the profession and are most of the time unqualified, but are necessary while the                 

shortage crisis is not resolved.  

The fourth group does not blame school, but the overall language environment in France. They               

regret that every movie in cinemas and on TV is dubbed, that no content for kids is available in                   

another language. Indeed, dubbing in France is a national institution, and French people still              

prefer dubbed programmes and films to subtitled ones. France is the biggest consumer of dubbed               

programme in Europe along with Spain, Italy and Germany , even though it seems younger              177

generations find dubbing more and more outdated and unconvincing. However, dubbing seems            178

to have a bright future on TV, as Christel Salgues, in charge of dubbing acquired programmes for                 

173Respondent n°98 of the survey.  
174Peter Gumbel, “L’absurde monolithisme de l’école française”, 81. 
175Sonia Princet, “Alerte, on manque de profs!”, france inter, July 5, 2018.            
https://www.franceinter.fr/societe/alerte-on-manque-de-profs  
176Marie Piquemal, “Face à la pénurie, l’école parfois contrainte d’embaucher n’importe qui”, Libération, October 
29, 2018.  http://bit.ly/libérationpénurieenseignants  
177Lucie Quinquis, “La tendance au doublage en France”, veille du Centre de Formation des Traducteurs,               
Terminologues et Rédacteurs techniques, Université de Rennes 2, December 16, 2013.           
https://www.sites.univ-rennes2.fr/lea/cfttr/veille/2013/12/16/la-tendance-au-doublage-en-france/  
178Ibid.  
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the French channel TF1 claims that “dubbing is obvious if we want programmes to be watched                

by the greatest number. A 2007 study showed that broadcasting a programme with subtitles              

could lead to a drop in audience of around 30%. It means that around one-third of viewers do not                   

understand a programme in the original version.” As we have seen in the third chapter though,                 179

the ESLC identified a link between exposure to foreign languages and proficiency. It would              

therefore be good for the pupil’s level in their LVE if they were exposed to it more frequently.  

 

Fig. 8 “During your Master, have you been told about the following projects?”  180

 

Fig. 9 “Are you part of an eTwinning exchange?” 

179Pierre Langlais, “Pourquoi la France double-t-elle tout le monde ?”, March 4, 2010, Slate FR. 
www.slate.fr/story/18195/pourquoila-france-double-t-elle-tout-le-monde.  
180Aucun means none. 
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Fig. 10. “If yes, could you quickly describe the exchange? (Countries, activities, frequency…)  181

 

Fig. 11 “Have you already been abroad through Erasmus + as a PE?”  

 

181“England once a week”, “Start of the project through Erasmus, France, Wales, Romania, dialogues and songs 1 or                  
2 each period”, “Presentations, exchange of videos, recording of songs by the Beatles, 30 classes participate, mostly                 
from Spain, Portugal and Turkey, another twinspace has been created in the Erasmus + KA2 framework with Spain,                  
Italy, Poland, Lithuania.”, “Exchange with whom? Me or the pupils? Question not understood, sorry.”, “Last year                
with Italy. Simultaneous exchange: four times a year not simultaneous exchange/participation to games: four times a                
year.” 
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Fig. 12 “If yes, briefly describe this mobility”  182

 

Fig. 13 “If no, why?”  183

As figures 8 to 13 show, the programmes described in the first chapter are not popular in                 

France. 15% of the respondents had been informed that the programme eTwinning existed while              

they were being trained, but only 5% of the entirety of the participants were using it. Likewise,                 

less than 5% of them had enjoyed a mobility abroad through Erasmus+ as a PE. Strikingly, half                 

of them did not know that it was a possible option for them. A third did not want to, but ca. 29%                      

182“Training in Ireland and Malta”, “Ongoing application for the training “teaching arts in Venice”, “two weeks in                 
Ireland with three colleagues to improve or English”, “10 months in Italy”, “Exchange with Wales and Romania,                 
project on the well-being at school”, “10 days stay in Scotland”.  
183“The process in ongoing, I am soon going abroad”, “I did not know it was a possibility for me”, “I do not have                       
time”, “I do not want to”.  
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of them recognised that they did not have time to enjoy these mobilities. Indeed, going abroad                

through Erasmus+ is not only taking time with the mobility but also with the organisation and                

the administration needed beforehand.  

The descriptions of the projects and mobilities that I gathered were not long enough so that I                 

could really analyse them and their effects on both the pupils and PEs. I therefore decided to add                  

the last part to this third section of the second chapter, in order to get a couple of more in-depth                    

opinions about the European programmes from teachers who had participated in them.  

 

5.2. Testimonies  

I contacted the French eTwinning network through its Facebook page, explaining the aim             

of my thesis as well as my approach to it. I then received a couple of emails from some of the                     

French eTwinning ambassadors who were willing to participate. I sent them my questions, to              

which they answered by email. Their original answers, in French, are available in the Annexes. I                

first transcribe and translate both of the interviews, and will then analyse and compare them to                

the results of my survey.  

 

The first testimony comes from Maryvonne Lequitte, a former PE from the north of              

France, currently in charge of in-service training of primary school teachers.  

 

1- Give a short description of yourself. 

I am currently an educational adviser, which means that I do not teach anymore but am in charge                  

of the in-service training of primary school teachers. Hence, some of my answers refer to when I                 

used to teach (2013). Back then, I used to teach English as a LVE. I never had any specific                   

training outside of high school but I did study in Germany and, therefore, speak (spoke) fluent                

German. I estimate to be C1 in German and B2 in English, which I learned alone and practised                  

during my Erasmus projects.  
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2- When did you first hear about these programmes?  

I heard about these programmes by accident (2011) because one of my French colleagues was               

involved in a Comenius project. I therefore got a hold of the DAREIC to know more, then of the                   

eTwinning CORAC . The latter registered me to a eTwinning seminar in Hungary, which             184

became the starting point of my network. In no instance have I been assisted by any educational                 

institution of the education hierarchy. After the meeting, German partners helped me going on              

with the adventure.  

 

3-Give a short description of the projects.  

Between 2011 and 2014, I have been involved in many eTwinning projects, four of which               

received the European Quality Label. These projects were between 1 and 4 month-long and              

involved between 2 and 6 classes. For your information, I was teaching an isolated CP/CE1/CE2               

class in a rural environment. The rewarded project ran from April to September 2012 between               

six countries. It had been initiated by German partners. 

Between 2012 and 2014, I was also part of a Comenius project which included classes from                

Ireland, Germany, Poland, Hungary, Turkey, Romania and France. Through this project, I have             

been abroad six times, each time with a group of 4 to 5 pupils: all of my pupils ended up going                     

abroad at least once during the two years.  

In 2014, I stopped teaching and became an eTwinning ambassador, and then eTwinning label              

evaluator.  

In 2015, I became an evaluator for Erasmus applications.  

Between 2016 and 2018, I have been involved as coordinator in an “Action Key 1” Erasmus                

project, in which were participating 60 trainers.  

Finally, this year, I am expecting an answer to a new Erasmus + application.  

 

 

 

184CORrespondent ACadémique: a correspondent in charge of guiding teachers and headmasters in the development              
of international projects, in order to know more.  
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4- What is your perception of the influence of these exchanges on your pupils’              

competences?  

All these projects have had a really deep impact on my pupils. They have understood the need of                  

a LVE as a means of communication between pupils of different countries. One of my CE1                

pupils asked why we could not use French to exchange with the other classes. I suggested that                 

each partner speak their own language and that we should therefore learn Polish, Romanian, etc.               

The pupil concluded on his own that the use of a common language, English, would ease the                 

communication. After this episode, every pupil started searching on their own for the words they               

would need to say exactly what they wanted to say to the partners, and the grammar learned in                  

class was used in context, giving sense to it, especially during videoconferences with the              

penpals. The level of my pupils, however young they were, really improved, especially in oral               

production. Most importantly, they all got rid of their complexes and did not fear to speak in a                  

foreign language.  

 

5- What is your perception of the impact of these exchanges on your teaching methods?  

These projects taught me to work with projects, but also to acquire new skills, which were finally                 

the start of the evolution of my career.  

 

6-According to you, what are the reasons behind France being among the lasts in              

European and International rankings in terms of foreign language command?  

According to me, three points are to be drawn:  

-There is a lack of training and a lack of international openness from teachers. 

-The place given to languages teaching in the programmes 

-The programme itself. Indeed, I have been able to observe the education of Swedish pupils in                

English in elementary school. They start at the same time that French pupils. However, they               

benefit from a complete teaching based on a manual which includes vocabulary, but also              

syntactic structures and oral productions exercises, while French pupils continue to learn colours,             

numbers and songs. I really think that our programmes are not ambitious enough.  
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7-Do you have any last remarks?  

About the 2012-2014 Comenius project, there is now a real encouragement by our hierarchy to               

develop international openness. But the road is still long.  

 

The second testimony comes from Inès D ., a kindergarten teacher in the North of              185

France. I chose to include her testimony even though she does not teach in elementary school                

because I was interested in finding out whether or not the European programmes studied in this                

thesis also had an impact on younger pupils. Inès D. has not been on an Erasmus+ mobility as a                   

teacher, neither has she used Comenius, she then only tells her experience with eTwinning. It               

also makes sense to include her testimony because pre-elementary education is going to become              

mandatory as of September 2019, and it is likely that every French pupil will therefore get their                 

first initiations to foreign languages from a younger age. 

 

1- Give a short description of yourself. 

I am a kindergarten teacher in a MS/GS class, and was previously teaching a PS/MS one. I                 186

speak fluent English, my first foreign language, with a C1 level. In my education, I have also                 

learnt German as a second language and Spanish as a third. I am currently teaching Japanese to                 

myself. As for my university path: after high school, I prepared for the competitive exams to                

become a psychomotor therapist in France, and then left to Belgium and did a Bachelor in                

psychomotor studies. I then came back to France for a gap year before starting the MEEF Master                 

in the “Openness to the International” section.  

Last year I worked five languages with my PS/MS class: Spanish, German, English with an               

eTwinning project, Japanese and introduction to African languages. This year with my MS/GS             

class, I mostly work on English because of a current eTwinning project.  

  

 

 

185The respondent wanted her family name to remain unknown.  
186PS: Petite Section, first level of kindergarten. MS: Moyenne Section, second level. GS: Grande Section, third 
level. As described in the list of abbreviations on page 3.  
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2- When did you first hear about eTwinning?  

During my MEEF master, at the ESPE. They were preparing us for a versatile project, which was                 

a project to be carried out during a given time in the class.  

 

3-Give a short description of the projects.  

2017/2018 : I was at the origin of this exchange between a Spanish school and a French one,                  

from January to June. Three classes were involved in the “Gardening for cooking” project: each               

school offered gardening activities, the results of which were put on the twinspace through              

pictures, and messages were exchanged about the activity, said to the teacher who would them               

write them there.  

2018/2019 : I also was at the origin of this exchange which involved a Portuguese, a Polish and                  

my school. The project started this month (May 2019) and is set to end at the end of June. It is                     

called “Cooking traditional meals in Europe” : each class bakes or cooks in class, and send two                 

recipes, one savoury and one sweet to the partners through the twinspace. The classes also               

exchange messages, which are written down by the teacher as well.  

  

4- What is your perception of the influence of these exchanges on your pupils’              

competences?  

Kindergartens’ pupils really enjoy working with foreign schools. Working with projects not only             

motivates them and develop their English communication skills. They also enjoy investing            

themselves in the project to communicate with their penpals. They also appreciate            

communicating with the adults from the other classes in another language and use their              

knowledge in everyday class life, for instance by singing happy birthday in English on a               

classmate’s birthday. 

  

5- What is your perception of the impact of these exchanges on your teaching methods?  

These exchanges allow to question sometimes deeply-rooted practices. It is really enriching on             

both the personal and professional grounds. New ideas to make the class alive and diversify               

practices emerge.  
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 6-According to you, what are the reasons behind France being among the lasts in              

European and International rankings in terms of foreign language command?  

I think it is necessary for teachers to be better trained to teach a foreign language, but what                  

would work best would to allow the language to enter the classroom not as a “lesson” anymore                 

but as a mean of communication (for instance, taking a timeslot in the classroom or choose a day                  

when transitional communication and mornings’ rituals would be done in a foreign language.             

Finally, it is sometimes important to recognise one’s own limits and de-compartmentalise or use              

outside speakers in order for the pupils to be in a coherent language immersion (meaning having                

a teacher with a good command of the taught language).  

 

7-Do you have any last remarks?  

The best way to learn a language is immersion in a country where it is spoken!  

 

Many conclusions can be drawn from these two interviews. Firstly, both Ms. Lequitte and              

Inès D. agree with the survey’s respondents and stress that there is a serious lack of training of                  

French primary school teachers in the subject of foreign language. Both Inès D.’s and Ms               

Lequitte’s levels in their foreign languages and in their ability to teach them come from               

themselves, not from their training. Secondly, the two of them did not have the same experience                

in their training, as Ms Lequitte was not told about these European programmes during her               

higher education, like 61.5% of the respondents, but by accident through a colleague, while Inès               

D. was told at her ESPE, which corresponds to the 15.4% of the respondents who had been told                  

about eTwinning during their training. Ms Lequitte’s testimony seems to indicate that recent             

improvements have been made as the hierarchy has started encouraging these international            

programmes more thoroughly in the latest years. However, she insists that the road is still long                

for a real and effective international openness. As one of the survey’s respondents phrases it, “we                

still live Franco-Frenchly”. Thirdly and most importantly, both agree that these programmes            

have a real impact on the teaching of a foreign language, both on the pupils and on the teachers.                   

Indeed, thanks to having to use this common language with their penpals, pupils really              

understand the need for it, and not only make more effort to learn it and speak it, but also enjoy it                     
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and forget the codes. They do not mind making mistakes, as they can still communicate with the                 

other person, and they enjoy learning new words as they correspond to what the pupil wants to                 

express. As for the teachers, these programmes are the occasion to forget about deeply-rooted              

methods and techniques and learn new ones, taking what they like from other countries’ method.               

These programmes are also an occasion for them to improve their language level and their               

self-confidence. Finally, and interestingly, Ms Lequitte disagrees with many respondents of the            

survey as she thinks that the programmes are too light. Contrary to many of them, she has been                  

able to compare the programmes to foreign ones and finds them not ambitious enough for French                

pupils.  

 

The results of the survey and the interviews are proof to the theory that there is an evident                  

mismatch between the goals of the French government in foreign language teaching and the              

means it actually gives to reach that goal. This fifth chapter has highlighted the practical side of                 

languages teaching in French elementary schools. Data and opinions gathered from PEs coming             

from a wide range of schools, situations, training and localisations have counterbalanced the             

official texts and laws analysis of the second section, and shown that foreign language teaching               

is actually not a priority of the French elementary education, for different reasons listed by the                

respondents of the survey and by the testimonies gathered. The programmes created by the EU               

have contributed only slightly to improve the situation, but do actually work. There really is a                

need for greater promotion of those at the national institutional level. 
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Conclusion  

 

The thesis shows that the apparent importance given to foreign languages is only a              

surface. Behind this, languages remain one, if not the last priority at the elementary school level.                

The situation presented by official publications and organized by French laws, however, seems             

to be going in the right direction and showing a true will for improvement. The teaching of                 

languages is definitely settled in a European perspective, especially since the announcement of             

the EU’s Barcelona objectives in 2002, and the international and national ranking are an              

interesting motivation for France, which seems to be pressuring itself to climb up places.              

Furthermore, France aims for a greater opening on Europe, and one way for citizens to feel more                 

European and integrated into the Union is through multilingualism, as the first chapter of the               

thesis showed. Recently, in another effort to improve its performance, the government has             

lowered the age when French pupils start to learn their first foreign language, following the               

consideration that “the sooner the better”. With the new reform, expected to be put into practice                

by September 2019, kindergarten education will become mandatory for all children. As children             

already are in contact with a foreign language in kindergartens, the reform could be paving the                

way for the official starting age to get even lower. However, as we have seen in the first chapter,                   

it might be that the starting age might not be that important in language fluency when considered                 

alone. There is a real need for more time to be put on languages than the 90 minutes planned by                    

the MENJ, 90 minutes which are sometimes shortened by teachers, insecure about their             

competences and pressured by the hierarchy and parents. Though we have also seen that the               

MENJ acknowledges that the allotted time to foreign languages is not important enough. It has               

come up with solutions like the STE baladodiffusion. If teachers and the school system, in               

general, want to rely on the fact that pupils take the opportunity to further learn a foreign                 

language in their free time, a major problem will come up: not every child has to have a                  

computer at home, and would need to be able to use it several times a week. This is not the case                     

for every pupil, and this could be a cause of a further digging of social inequalities. 
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The French State endeavours to diversify the language offer to a certain extent. Figures              

show English is still largely dominant, even though efforts have given German a comfortable              

second place, and Spanish is still deeply appreciated by pupils as a second language, mainly due                

to France’s proximity with Spain. As the survey showed, the predominance of English is a               

consequence of a globalized utilitarian logic that corrupts the field of languages: pupils, parents              

and headmasters prioritize English, which they see as the only necessary language to learn in               

order to reach success. However, as the EU has stressed: “it is proficiency in more than one                 

foreign language that will make a decisive difference in the future.” This is also this logic that                 187

is seeing the decline of French regional languages. In the year 2011-2012, 272,000 pupils out of                

nearly 13 million, from primary to high school were studying one, and in majority in the                

DOM-COMs . Furthermore, it is important to underline that some teachers themselves also            188

prioritise English at the cost of other languages. Indeed, many respondents to the survey              

expressed their wish for more exposure to English on TV, and do not mention any other                

languages.  

 

One of the main problems identified by the survey is the weak training provided to future                

PE in the LVE, but also the weak requirements they need to reach in order to pass the tests. As                    

we have seen, many participants did not even reach the CEFR’s B level, a level which indicates                 

the speaker can independently speak, but, together with the A level, does not command the               

language enough to understand its full particularities and functioning, and even less to teach it.               

The training in foreign languages is the weakest one in the ESPEs, sometimes neglected, as we                

saw with the example of the ESPE of Lyon which simply does not include languages in the first                  

semester of the MEEF master. One of the solutions which are thought could be efficient would                

be to make use of language assistants or teachers specialists of the language taught, who would                

come in the classroom once or twice a week to teach it instead of the PE. This, of course, poses                    

the problem of financing, as there would be an increase in wages. Furthermore, classes are               

187EUR-Lex, “Language competences for employability, mobility and growth Accompanying the document           
Communication From the Commission Rethinking Education: Investing in skills for better socio-economic            
outcomes”.  
188Benoît Paumier, “Redéfinir une politique publique en faveur des langues régionales et de la pluralité linguistique 
interne”, Ministère de la Culture, July 15, 2013, 25. http://bit.ly/redefinirpolitiquelanguesrégionales.  
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overloaded, a reality which does not gives ideal conditions to pupils to train their oral skills in                 

class. It would there be interesting to conduct a comparative study between France and another               

or many other European countries and analyse the teachers’ training thoroughly, as Gumbel             

started doing with Finland, the education system of which is praised internationally. 

 

The thesis has shown that the European programmes eTwinning, Erasmus + and            

Comenius are or were efficient in improving the level of foreign languages of European pupils.               

When applied in France, it makes no exceptions: French pupils, as much as other of their fellow                 

Europeans, better understand the usefulness of foreign languages and why they need to put effort               

in learning them, they understand the need to communicate with their European counterparts.             

They also enjoy this more practical teaching, which encourages them to further learn languages              

in their free time, searching for lexicon they need and specifically want to learn and use. On the                  

side of PEs, these programmes fill the gaps of their initial training, show them new and                

innovative ways to teach, and not only languages but also other subjects, and make them grasp                

interdisciplinary teaching. These programmes are sometimes also opportunities for teachers to           

grow professionally and follow different directions, that they would have not followed otherwise.  

However, these programmes are not yet famous and popular enough to really show their effect               

on the entirety of France. Indeed as the survey has shown, the number of teachers not knowing                 

about them, not wanting or not having time to get their benefits is still too high. I argue that their                    

promotion should be intensified with means given by the government. Though, many other             

problems need to be resolved beforehand, as the shortage of teachers, the level of French pupils                

in other subjects, and the tradition of fear and ‘excellence’ which France has known for too long.                 

It is a new education strategy as a whole which needs to be undertaken, not one taking only the                   

teaching of languages into account. 

  

However, the latest news over the current and last year seem to be showing that the                

situation is not set to improve. In April 2019, the government has introduced a new measure in                 

the REP and REP+ zones. In some of these schools, teachers now help pupils get breakfast. This                 

measure originated from the will to fight social inequalities, as children from poorer backgrounds              
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were not able to eat every morning before school and were therefore not able to focus as long as                   

the others . However, this breakfast takes place in the school time and therefore shortens it even                189

more than it already is shortened by breaks, delays, problems and conflict resolutions. 

As for the question of the diversification of languages, a recent example is quite striking.               

According to many media who reacted to data and the new reform of high school, the French                 

government, or more directly in some newspaper, President Macron, is “attacking” the teaching             

of the Italian language in France. Indeed, La Stampa titles an article “The Macron government               

abandons the teaching of the Italian language” and “the executive has divided by two the               190

number of Italian teacher positions and this cut risks to create yet another split in the already                 

tense relations between the two countries” . The newspaper also goes as far as hypothesizing              191

that this is not a “budget cut, but an operation to attack Italy.” Indeed, when looking into the                  192

number of positions offered for Italian at the CAPES, the competitive exam future teachers need               

to pass to teach in secondary schools, it has dived in the last few years. In 2013, 64 positions                   193

were offered, against 35 in 2016 , 19 in 2018 , and only 16 this year .  194 195 196

The Loi Blanquer, which will make pre-elementary education mandatory and will come into             

effect in September 2019, is also facing many contestations and discontentment. It is still being               

discussed by the French parliament in May 2019, and what follows could be erased from the                

final law. Article 1 of the law provides for teachers’ “exemplarity” and is seen by many as a                  

measure against teachers’ freedom of expression . Indeed, teachers criticising the Government           197

and/or the MENJ could get remonstrances the form of which is still unclear at this stage. This                 

189MENJ,”Garantir un premier repas aux enfants à l'école, dans les territoires prioritaires”, April 19, 2019.               
http://bit.ly/educationrepas  
190Flavia Amabile, “Francia, il governo Macron abbandona l’insegnamento della lingua italiana”, La Stampa, April 
29, 2019. http://bit.ly/lastampaabbandonoitalianofrancia.  
191Ibid.  
192Ibid. 
193MENJ, “Les données statistiques des concours du CAPES de la session 2013”, Devenir enseignant, updated on                
July 15, 2016. http://bit.ly/CAPES2013.  
194MENJ, “Les données statistiques des concours du CAPES de la session 2016”, Devenir enseignant, updated on                
July 18, 2017. http://bit.ly/CAPES2016.  
195MENJ, “Les données statistiques des concours du CAPES de la session 2018”, Devenir enseignant, July 13, 2018.                  
http://bit.ly/CAPES2018stats  
196MENJ, “Les données statistiques des concours du CAPES de la session 2019”, Devenir enseignant, updated               
November 29, 2018. http://bit.ly/CAPES2019stats.  
197SNUipp FSU, “Loi Blanquer: ce n’est pas fini”, updated on May 20, 2019. http://bit.ly/Loiblanquerpasfini.  
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lack of freedom of expression would be added to pressure coming both from hierarchies and               

parents, the high amount of hours worked to prepare classes and added to the hours working in                 

schools, the low pay, and the general lack of consideration given to the profession in general.                

Furthermore, the Senate has added a new article to law, which provides for more in-service               

training, but also unpaid and during holidays.  198

 

In the end, the answer to the research question “In trying to improve its foreign language                

teaching in elementary school, has France made use of the EU tools and programmes put to its                 

disposal, and if yes, to what extent?” is quite clear. France has indeed given the opportunity to                 

PEs to get the benefits from these European programmes, but to a very low extent. They need to                  

receive a much greater promotion at the different stages of a PE’s career, but this all also need to                   

be accompanied by profound measures changing the French education system. Previous study            

and analysis show that deep ideology changes need to be undertaken to reach that goal, and                

recent news shows that it is not foreseen to happen just yet.  
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